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ABSTRACT
MICROWAVE IMPEDANCEMICROSCOPY OF NANOSTRUCTURED CARBON
Timothy S. Jones
Dr. Jorge J. Santiago-Avile´s
Microwave impedancemicroscopy (MIM) is a scanning probe technique that measures
local changes in tip-sample admittance. he imaginary part of the reported change is cali-
brated with ûnite element simulations and physical measurements of a standard capacitive
sample, and thereaer the output ∆Y is given a reference value in siemens. Simulations also
provide ameans of extracting sample conductivity and permittivity from admittance, a pro-
cedure veriûed by comparing the estimated permittivity of polytetrauoroethlyene (PTFE)
to the accepted value. Finally, the well-known eòective medium approximation of Brugge-
man is considered as a means of estimating the volume fractions of the constituents in in-
homogeneous two-phase systems. Speciûcally, we consider the estimation of porosity in
nanostructured carbons oen used in charge storage devices, such as carbide derived car-
bon (CDC) and onion-like carbon (OLC).
iv
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Chapter 1
Introduction
he rapid growth of nanoscience research has led to the engineering of a variety of novel ma-
terials and structures that havemade theirway into automobiles, homes, hospitals, and else-
where, even our bodies. Nanoscience has also producedmany new scientiûcmeasurement
techniques to drive further, incremental progress in the cycle of investigation and innova-
tion. Among themeasurement techniques developed, atomic forcemicroscopy (AFM) and
other scanning probemethods have proven invaluable for their ability to access highly local,
nanoscopic properties of materials. Historically, knowledge of the average behavior of mi-
croscopic constituents and atomic structure has been extracted frommacroscopicmeasure-
ments with the aid ofmodels, but to examine nanoscopic features directly and individually
one needs a nanoscopic probe of the sort provided by AFM.
Among the numerous specializations of scanning probe microscopy (SPM), a method
of measuring changes in the impedance between a nanoscopic probe and a sample called
microwave impedance microscopy (MIM) has garnered modest attention in scientiûc lit-
erature recently [1–31]. Measuring the impedance or admittance is one of the most basic
methods of characterizing the electrical behavior of materials at any scale. he locality of
1
the measurement and the design of the instrument should make the technique of value to
materials science research. Local impedance measurements in general are of great poten-
tial value to the development of novel materials and devices that can address much of the
world’s present and future energy challenges [32, 33]. Measurements of the local photocur-
rent in photovoltaic devices, for example, can help to assess charge transport as it relates
to device performance [34]. In situ imaging of electrochemical processes in fuel cells [35–
37] and lithium-ion batteries [38] can be very useful in understanding phenomena that oc-
cur at the electrode/electrolyte interface for these energy storage devices. Furthermore, the
MIM instrument, unlikemany others, does not use a high-Q resonator as a source and thus
expands the possible range of temperature operation (2 to 300K [7]) to include cryogenic
environments. he absence of the environmentally sensitive high-Q resonator also enables
operation in magnetic ûelds, up to 9T [2]. heMIM probes are alsowell-shielded to reduce
stray capacitance over other instruments.
With its local probe and ability to detect buried structures with electrical parameters
diòerent from the backgroundmaterial,MIM also has the ability to diagnose faults in semi-
conductor devices and has been used to image variation in dopant proûles [4]. MIM also
shows promise as a tool to optimize fabrication processes of next-generation materials and
devices, and has already been used in the evaluation of chemically-derived graphene [4]
and to discriminate between semiconducting and metallic carbon nanotubes individually
and non-destructively [18]. MIM can also be used for the study of physical phenomena in
materials, such as locating highly conductive domainwalls in magnetic insulators relative to
physical grain boundaries [2], imaging quantumhall edge states in 2D electron gasses [5], or
mapping the local conductivity in topologically insulating Bi2Se3 nanoribbons [8]. he low
energy of the microwave photons can enable a non-destructive measurement where other
2
techniques may not. Many of the possible scientiûc applications of MIM that have been
demonstrated are discussed in the following chapter.
In any scanning probe technique, the tip-sample interaction may bemediated by a host
of diòerent electrical,magnetic, chemical,mechanical, and atomic forces, comparing a land-
scape rich in physical information that is accessible to measurement. he presence of this
multitude of forces alsomakes the tip-sample interaction inherently complex [39], generally
requiring detailedmodels to be understood. he tip-sample system ofMIM is no exception
to this need for modeling. While the sole quantities sampled are the magnitude and phase
of the electric ûeld reected by the sample from a source coupled to the probe, numerous
questions may arise regarding the resolution of the measurement, how the shape and size
of the tip and tip-sample contact aòect the applied ûeld, and how that eòect changes as the
tip wears, for example. As the band structure in ordered materials arises from atomic ar-
rangement, one may ask whether local sample stresses induced by the tip alter electrical
conductivity or sample structure, as has been demonstrated in imaging of halfnium oxide
ûlms [40]. Still other questions may emerge, possibly regarding what methods of electrical
transport and polarization are dominant and whether any resonances occur, the frequency
dependence of the observed phenomena, whether the power transferred to the sample by
the applied ûeld is suõcient to induce a deviation from linearity in polarization response or
even a local phase change, whether any resonant modes in the measurement system itself
arise, etc.
Many of these questions are le unaddressed in existing studies. Some questions may be
tacitly assumed as not entirely salient to the speciûc sample under test, or the techniquemay
be used in a strictly qualitative sense. It is the goal of this dissertation tomove toward amore
quantitative and general analysis with the technique by studying a pair of porous carbon
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materials, namely carbide-derived carbon (CDC) [41, 42] and onion-like carbon (OLC) [43,
44].
he reason for choosing these materials rests in the fact that they are tunable in their
structure and electrical properties yetmaintain the constant composition of a single element.
In many cases, a researcher must interpret results based on speciûc knowledge of sample
properties that may not be transferable to other systems in general. In our case, if theMIM
instrument is sensitive only to the complex-valued reection, the eòective response ofwhich
is determined by the inhomogeneity in a sample, thenCDC andOLC should have the ability
to modulate almost directly the parameters to which MIM is sensitive. As such, the study
of these carbon materials may perhaps be used to produce a generalized analysis that is
applicable to other composite systems.
It is also noted that thesematerials havemany interesting engineering applications, espe-
cially in electrical energy storage,whichmay beneût from the ability to locally and quantita-
tively assess sample structure and electrical response. Where generality in analysis is not or
cannot be achieved, the research in this thesis may contribute to an understanding of these
materials with respect to their applications. Speciûcally, we investigate the sensitivity of the
MIM technique to changes in porosity that are local to the tip. Since the dynamics of ion
ow into and out of the pores is of great interest in the study of these materials when they
act as electrodes energy storage devices called an electrochemical double layer capacitors,
and since there exists a heirarchical pore structre in thesematerialswithmultiple character-
istic length scales, this techniquemay oòer some insight into the charging and discharging
behavior of such devices, correlating charge dynamics with sample structure. he size and
shape of pores can directly aòect the motion of ions during charging and discharging, and
the device designer has the opportunity to match the ion size of the chosen electrolyte with
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pore size of the material. It has been shown, for example, that pore sizes smaller than the
diameter of the solvated ion in an electrolyte can increase the amount of charge stored at an
electrode, as the ion tends to be stripped of its solvation shell to enter the smaller pore [45].
Even without characterizing these devices in situ with MIM, assessment of local changes
in porositymay be compared with conventional macroscopic porositymeasurements, such
as the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller theory of multilayer formation as applied to the interpre-
tation of gas adsorption isotherms, andmay provide insight into the nanoscopic structural
changes that occur during the synthesis of these materials. he structural transformation
and the associated change in electrical properties that occur during synthesis has been of-
ten evaluated with macroscopic techniques such as X-ray diòraction, neutron scattering, or
four-point probemeasurements for electrical conductivity, for example,whereas the locality
of themeasurement with MIM could provide nanometric information.
hough it may be feasible to use this technique to treat thesematerials speciûcally, with
their applications in mind, emphasis is placed on the general analysis of inhomogeneity. In
this regard, wemake use of eòectivemedium approximations, traditionally used to predict
the eòective electrical behavior of macroscale multi-phase systems. A brief outline of this
thesis and themethods used is given below.
Thesis Outline
Chapter two surveys the existing literature regardingmicrowave and near-ûeldmicroscopes
as well as MIM and its basis of operation. Conventional eòectivemedium theories are also
reviewed briey.
In chapter three, the results of simulations are presented that model the basic electro-
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magnetic behavior of the tip-sample system, for both homogeneous and inhomogeneous
samples. Aspects of these simulations are reduced further to more concise models where
possible—trends are identiûed and codiûed. Additionally, a simple pore spacemodel is used
to establish a correlation between simulations of an inhomogeneous system and random re-
sistor networks.
Chapter four contains results and discussion, with MIM images of several CDC and
OLC samples prepared under diòerent synthesis conditions, along with images of standard
samples. he basis for comparison of themodels and experiments is given as the beginnings
of a quantitative analysis.
In chapter ûve, the work is concluded and summarized. Opportunities to continue and
reûne this work are discussed.
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Chapter 2
Literature review
As alluded to in the previous chapter, an understanding of the physics at the tip of the AFM
cantilever is essential for an accurate interpretation of the measurement. While there exist
manyAFM systems, there is oen considerable conceptual overlap in the nature of themea-
surement, and in many cases the basis of operation of one system can be easily understood
with knowledge of another.
It is the aim of this chapter to impart an understanding of theMIM technique by exam-
ining its context in the published literature. Diòerent systems of similar design and purpose
are discussed to familiarize the readerwith each aspect of the design ofMIM and the physics
at the tip. Aer some discussion ofMIM itself, a few example applications are given as well
as a description of an eòectivemedium approximation, the random resistor network, to be
considered as ameans ofmodeling compositematerials under the tip.
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2.1 Atomic forcemicroscopy and impedancemicroscopy
An atomic force microscope consists of a cantilever beam with a sharp probe that touches
or nearly touches the surface of the sample, as shown in Figure 2.1. he radius of curvature
of the tip is on the order of nanometers or tens of nanometers, small enough to interactwith
very small topographical features on the sample surface. he probe is scanned relative to
the sample to collect a topographical image: as the cantilever is deected by the relief in the
sample, a laser spot reected oò the back of the cantilever is displaced in a position-sensitive
photodetector.
A large part of our understanding of the structure and behavior ofmaterials comes from
the study of the interaction between electromagnetic ûelds andmatter, and by coupling elec-
tromagnetic signals to the tip, one can achieve a high resolutionmeasure of both topography
and electrical properties.
R
tip radius
of curvature
probe
sample
scan
laserphotodetector
Figure 2.1: A simpliûed diagramof atomic forcemicroscopy (AFM).A cantilever beamwith
a sharp probe at one end scans over the surface of a sample. Topography is recorded as a laser
spot, reected oò of the back of the cantilever, changes position in a gridded photodetector.
he tip radius of curvature aòects the topographical resolution.
Regardless of the property to bemeasured, such amicroscope consists of some particular
design for the probe, an electromagnetic source and detection system, and away of coupling
the source to the tip.
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For example, scanning impedance microscopy (SIM) and nanoimpedance microscopy
(NIM) [46, 47] are similar systems that combine traditional impedance spectroscopy in-
struments with the probe, measuring the electrical impedance as a function of frequency
between the tip and an electrodemounted either at the top or bottom of the sample. hese
conûgurations are shown in Figure 2.2. An important consequence of the bottom-mounted
impedance
analyzer
bottom electrode
top
electrode
sample
Figure 2.2: Diagram of scanning impedancemicroscopy, adapted from Shao et al. [46].1
electrode is that one measures the entire thickness of the sample. Likewise, with a top-
mounted electrode, locality ofmeasurement is lost with increasing tip-electrode distance.
Cho et al. have developed a scanning probemicroscope that measures themicroscopic
nonlinear dielectric response ofmaterials, called scanning nonlinear dielectricmicroscopy
(SNDM) [48–71]. Writing a polynomial expansion of the electric displacement D in the
electric ûeld E,
D = P + є2E + 12є3E2 + 16є4E3 +⋯, (2.1)
where the subscripts on є represent the rank of the tensor, and since the ratio of the change
in the capacitance ∆Cs under the tip to the static capacitance Cs is written as
∆Cs
Cs0
= є3
є2
Ep cos (ωt) + 14 є4є2 E2p cos (2ωt) +⋯, (2.2)
it is possible then to collect information on the linear ûrst order and higher order dielectric
1Reprinted (adapted) from Ref. [46], with the permission of AIP publishing.
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functions from the harmonics of the capacitance change. heMIM system is also capable of
sampling the ûrst harmonic, though this capabilitywas not used in thiswork. he apparatus
metal stage
insulator
Cg Cs
ring
L
OSC
FM demodulator
lock-in
ampliäer
reference
detection
tip
probe
Figure 2.3:he scanning nonlinear dielectricmicroscopy (SNDM) apparatus, adapted from
Cho et al. [50].2
of Cho et al., pictured in Figure 2.3, also requires a conductive ring be placed on or near the
surface of the sample, whereas MIM does not require the user to make any special sample
preparation or attach additional components to the tip. MIM also reports data related to
the conductivity, whereas SNDM only provides the dielectric function. Much of the devel-
opmental literature of MIM mirrors and is slightly predated by that that of SNDM, where
dopant proûles have been imaged [63], semiconductor memory devices investigated [53],
ferroelectric domain walls mapped [52, 54–58, 62], and attempts at quantitative measure-
ments have been made [66]. Like MIM, SNDM operates in the low GHz frequency range
(1 to 6GHz).
2Reprinted (adapted) from Ref. [50], with the permission of AIP publishing.
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2.2 Near-äeldmicroscopy
In order to achieve high resolution and local electromagneticmeasurements at any location
on the sample surface, it is necessary to place the sample in very close proximity to the
source, within the near ûeld of the source. his is the onlymeans of achieving true imaging
of subwavelength features with electromagnetic ûelds [72].
Traditionally, the space around an electromagnetic source is conceptually split into the
near ûeld, far ûeld, and sometimes an intermediate transition zone [73, 74],where the transi-
tion occurs near a distance of onewavelength away from the source. Traditional microscopy
places the sample of interest in the far ûeld. he ordinary optical microscope remains a stal-
wart piece of laboratory equipment and elaborate design modiûcations for speciûc appli-
cations have achieved near technical perfection, but as one tries to design for increasingly
higher resolution to observe smaller and smaller structures and phenomena, a fundamental
limit becomes apparent. he diòraction that occurs aswaves travel through an aperture and
into the far ûeld places a lower limit on the spatial separation between features in a sample
that can still be observed as distinct in an image. In acknowledgment of this, Lord Rayleigh
in 1879 oòered a criterion of resolvability: given two diòraction patterns, if the principal
maximum in light amplitude of one pattern lies on the ûrst minimum of the other, the two
features are regarded as “just resolved” [75]. his rule, depicted in Figure 2.4, results in a
limiting spatial distance of about half a wavelength of the source radiation, a value already
suggested by Ernst Abbe in 1873 [76]. he exact limit is also a function of the numerical
aperture, a measure of the size of the objective and its distance from the sample, typically
valued near one.
Various schemes, oen with restrictions on the type of sample that can be imaged, have
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resolved unresolved
∼λ/2
just resolved
Figure 2.4: he Rayleigh criterion and Abbe limit. he minimum resolvable distance be-
tween features is roughly half a wavelength of the source radiation.
been proposed and developed to lower or circumvent this limit [72, 77]. However, to avoid
it altogether requires making use of information collected from near ûeld interactions. he
ûrst published proposal for a near ûeld microscope came from E. H. Synge in 1928 [78].
Synge’s design, shown in Figure 2.5, involved the illumination a sample with light scattered
from a small gold particle. With the sample and source held in very close contact, the two
were to be scanned relative to one anotherwhereby the intensity of the transmitted radiation
could be recorded at various points in the scan, thus tracing an image. While not the ûrst
description of a scanning device of any kind, Synge’s design was the ûrst proposal of a scan-
ning microscope and was undoubtedly the forerunner of both near ûeld optical microscopy
and scanning probe microscopy [79]. (Synge also suggested in 1932 that piezoelectric ac-
tuators be used to implement the scanning process [80].) Einstein, with whom Synge had
corresponded before the 1928 publication, believed that while Synge’s ideas were correct in
theory, the original design of the light source—a ûeld scattered from a tiny particle—would
not produce the desired result. Synge himself did not expect the instrument to be realizable
due to insuõcient engineering capabilities at the time, and indeed decades passed before any
practical developments were seen. Further details of Synge’s work and his communication
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quartz slide
sample
cover glass
colloid particle
condenser
microscope
objective
Figure 2.5: he design of Synge’s near ûeld microscope adapted from a sketch in a letter to
Einstein. he original sketch and further details of the history of near ûeldmicroscopy have
been published elsewhere [77, 79, 81, 82].3
with Einstein have been printed elsewhere [77, 79, 81, 82].
Experimental veriûcation of near ûeld opticalmicroscopy—Synge’s original design—did
not come until 1982 from work done by Pohl, Denk, and Lanz [81], and remained unpub-
lished until a report in 1984 by the same group [83]. Prior to the optical instrument, Frait
in 1959 [84] and Soohoo in 1962 [85] independently demonstrated near ûeld microscopes
operating at microwave frequencies that detected spatial variation of magnetic properties.
Furthermore, Ash andNicholls in 1972 [86] developed a near ûeldmicroscopewith a 10GHz
(λ = 3 cm) electromagnetic source which achieved a spatial resolution of λ/60. he work
of Ash and Nicholls apparently had a greater impact than previous attempts, as more near
ûeld techniques began to emerge aerward. Today, near ûeldmicroscopy is more prevalent
thanks to vastly improvedmicrofabrication techniques and the concurrent development of
scanning probe techniques such as scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and atomic force
microscopy (AFM).Many interesting nanostructures important in the ûelds of biology, rhe-
ology, andmicroelectronics have been investigatedwith near ûeldmicroscopy and a number
3Reprinted (adapted) from Ref. [81], with permission from Elsevier.
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of review articles exist discussing both the optical [81, 87] andmicrowave [88–91] regimes.
2.2.1 Evanescentwaves
Mostnearûeldmicroscopy techniques rely on information extracted fromnon-propagating,
evanescentwaves that suòer an exponential decay in amplitude proportional to the distance
away from their source. Evanescent waves can be shown to arise under the circumstances
of total internal reection by requiring continuity in wave amplitude at the interface of re-
ection [92], but these short-range waves are also assumed to be present near any electro-
magnetic source [72]. One can see how thesewaves eliminate the diòraction limit through a
short mathematical consideration of the wavevector of a source [77]. From Abbe’s limit, we
know that the resolution in a particular direction x is related to thewavenumber kx = 2pi/λx
in that direction,
∆x ≳ 1
kx
. (2.3)
If the wavenumber components in the other spatial directions are kept as real numbers, it is
evident that kx can be no larger than the free-space wavenumber,
k = √k2x + k2y + k2z = 2piλ . (2.4)
However, if kz, say,were imaginary, one could increase kx and thus decrease ∆x theoretically
without limit. hus the usual planewave representation of exp (jkzz) becomes exp (− ∣kz∣ z),
which is exactly the exponentiallydecaying evanescentwave. It is alsonoteworthy thatEqua-
tion 2.3 can be developedmore formally in analogy to theHeisenberg uncertainty principle
for photons [77, 93].
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2.3 Microwave impedancemicroscopy
As compared with optical techniques which require consideration of quantum interactions
between light and matter, microwave techniques can be analyzed with classical theory and
can thus more easily provide quantitative measurements of electrical properties [89]. he
wavenumber, which has already been shown to be related to the resolution, is also more
sensitive to the sample’s electrical permittivity and conductivity at microwave frequencies
than optical frequencies, essentially due to the inverse dependence of the imaginary part of
the complex permittivity (and so the wave number) upon frequency for conductors [4], as
є = є′ + j σ
ωє0
. (2.5)
To that end, the technique chosen to be applied to the nanostructured carbon materials
discussed in this work, microwave impedance microscopy (MIM) [1–31], operates in the
microwave frequency regime.
he frequency dependence of the index of refraction, or the permittivity by virtue of the
relation n = √єrµr, is oen described by the Drude-Lorentz model, wherein the electrons
bound to atoms are assumed to behave like harmonic oscillators when perturbed [94]. he
complex-valued relative permittivity is written as
єr = 1 + ω2p(ω20 − ω2) + jωγ , (2.6)
where ω is the angular frequency of the appliedwave, ω0 is the resonant frequency of the os-
cillator, ωp is the plasma frequency of thematerial, γ is a damping termof the oscillator. he
above expression is also generally written as a sum over resonant frequencies, as theremay
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be several, due to electron transitions between multiple available energy levels, for example.
Electron resonances are in the terahertz range, well beyond the frequency of operation in
MIM.
heremay also be other features in the permittivity spectra ofmaterials not due to res-
onance, such as the Debye relaxation in dielectrics where the frequency of the applied ûeld
exceeds the rate atwhichdipoles are able to respond and polarize. Dipole relaxation frequen-
cies may occur in the low gigahertz range, though it is noted that carbonaceous materials,
such as those used in this work, have no permanent dipoles [95].
heMIM system, sketched in Figure 2.6, consists of a 3GHz source coupled to an atomic
force microscope (AFM) tip and scanning head. As the probe scans over a sample, local
changes in electrical permittivity and conductivity aòect the amount of signal reection,
which is measured simultaneously with topography at each point in the scan. As shown in
Figure 2.7, an impedancematching network sits between the probe and the source to allow
electrical resonance for optimal transfer of incident power and sensitivity to reection.
3GHz
reæection probe
є0, σ0 sample
є1, σ1
Figure 2.6: he basis of the microwave impedance microscopy technique. A microwave
source is coupled to an AFM tip. Local changes in electrical permittivity and conductivity
aòect the amount of signal reection.
heMIMprobes, shown in SEMimages in Figure 2.8, are shielded all theway to the tip to
ensure that all measured interaction is local to the tip-sample interface only. he probes are
designed to be compatible with batch microfabrication processes, which allow for a sharp
tip apex (<50nm in diameter), and consequently a highly localized applied electric ûeld and
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probe
Z-match
µ-wave
source
θ
mixer
MIM-Re
MIM-Im
Figure 2.7: A simpliûed MIM block diagram. A source is coupled to the probe via an
impedancematching network. he wave reected by the sample arrives at an output mixer
where it is demodulated into real and imaginary parts (MIM-Re andMIM-Im). he purpose
of the phase adjustment element is discussed in Section 2.3.3.
Figure 2.8: Features of theMIMprobes [30]. he tipdiameter is<50 nm, the series resistance
of the signal conductor is less than 5Ω, and due to shielding the background capacitance of
the probe structure is approximately 1 pF.4
good spatial resolution for both the topographical and electrical signals [30].
he instrument used in thiswork is a recently developed commercial product, the ‘scan-
ning microwave impedance microscopy’ (sMIM) AFM mode. he instrument consists of
a microwave source, detection electronics, and custom soware developed by PrimeNano,
Inc., all manufactured for usewith the Asylum ResearchMFP-3D or CypherAFMs. A simi-
4©IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [30]. All rights reserved.
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lar product designed byAgilent Technologies (ofwhich the electronicmeasurement branch
is now Keysight Technologies), called the scanning microwave microscopy (SMM) mode,
exists and has been used in a number of published studies [96–106]. SMM is designed for
use with a vector network analyzer and so enables broadband operation, but in one com-
parisonwithMIM, SMM showed reduced signal contrast on a sample of chemically derived
graphene on an SiO2 substrate [4]. houghMIM is frequency limited, the impedancematch
improves measurement sensitivity.
Consideration of the general response of an inhomogeneous sample to an electric ûeld
suggests the question ofwhether a full 3D reconstruction of the sample, of the sort produced
by tomographic techniques in medicine like MRI, can be obtained only from reectivity
data. he full inverse problemof near ûeld tomography has been treated in depth byCarney
et al. for a few diòerent modalities of scanning near ûeld optical microscopy [107, 108],
though none of thesemodes correspond precisely to MIM.
2.3.1 Design
A complete schematic of the internal measurement system ofMIM is shown in Figure 2.9,
adapted from Kundhikanjana [4]. A source signal is split into two branches, one to excite
the tip and sample, another to act as a reference for the output mixer. Toward the probe,
the source is attenuated, coupled to an impedancematching network—a quarter-wave cable
and a tuning stub—to reduce the impedance mismatch between the source and probe so
as to maximize sensitivity. Any signal from the reection that is common to the source is
removed and the result is ampliûed and split by an IQ mixer into the real and imaginary
parts that encode the signal phasor. More speciûcally, the IQ mixer, or quadrature mixer,
is a component that decomposes its phase- and amplitude-modulated input signal into two
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of the internal circuitry of theMIM microscope.5
components, the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q; phase shied relative to the input by 90○)
signals, which form a complete representation of the input phasor,
cos (ωt + ϕ) = I (t) cos (ωt) + Q (t) sin (ωt) , (2.7)
equivalent to Euler’s form e jθ = cos (θ)+ j sin (θ). Final dc ampliûcation stages in theMIM
circuitry lie just before the AFM controller that ultimately samples the signals for display in
an image.
he scattering parameters or S-parameters oen used to describe the behavior of mi-
crowave networks can be related to the admittance as reported by the instrument. For a
one-port network, the single scattering parameter S11, generally written as Γ, is a complex
quantity equal to the ratio of the reected wave to the incident wave, or in terms of admit-
tances
Γ = Y0 − YL
Y0 + YL , (2.8)
where Y0 is a characteristic admittance of the transmission line leading to the load admit-
5Reprinted (adapted) from Ref. [1], with the permission of AIP publishing.
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tance YL. While it is the reected wave that is measured and compared with the incident
wave in the detection electronics (see Figure 2.9), it is actually the real and imaginary parts
of the load admittance that are reported.
2.3.2 Probes
As the tip tends to focus the applied electric ûeld, the sharpness of the tip determines not
only the topographical resolution as in ordinary AFM but also the resolution of the elec-
tronic measurement. he tip design of many early microwave microscopes was oen just
a sharpened center conductor of a coaxial transmission line [89], but modern microelec-
tromechanical systems (MEMS) fabrication processes have produced probes with sharper
tips and lower stray capacitance so as to improvemeasurement sensitivity.
he MIM probes are manufactured in a MEMS process that achieves a tip diameter of
50nm [30]. he outermost part of tip itself, the portion that makes contact with the sam-
ple, is fabricated as a 50nm thick layer of titanium tungsten (TiW), a 400nm layer of gold,
followed by another 50nm layer of TiW. he series resistance of the signal conductor is
less than 5Ω, and because the signal line is shielded all the way to the tip the background
capacitance of the probe structure is approximately 1 pF. SEM images of the probeswith an-
notated dimensions are shown in Figure 2.8 . Two alternative probe designs, not available for
thePrimeNano sMIM instrument at the time of thiswriting, have been demonstrated. Cui et
al. fabricated a tuning-fork style probe that maintains an intermittent contact—the tapping
mode—with the sample [21]. his results in an ac-modulatedMIM signal and improved sta-
bility of the signal background, but without a constant physical contact between the tip and
sample for resistive coupling theMIM-Re channel becomes unavailable. Furthermore, Yang
et al. have demonstrated piezoresistive probes for MIM [31]. Using piezoresistive probes is
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common for certainAFM applications, for example in the imaging of photo-sensitivemate-
rials that might otherwise be damaged by the laser used in the height feedback system that
is more commonly used for topographical imaging. he use of piezoresistive topographi-
cal imaging can also reduce the physical footprint of the instrument when space may be a
limiting constraint, such as in cryogenic environments.
2.3.3 Calibration
he reected signal is detected by the same probe via a comparison with the source, and
the result is then split into orthogonal components corresponding to changes in the real and
imaginary parts of the tip-sample impedance. his capability requires a calibration proce-
dure. Before calibration, the two outputs may each represent some mixture of the real and
imaginary parts of the sample impedance. To align the outputs with the impedance com-
ponents, a phase adjustment is applied to the reference of the output mixer while imaging
a sample of mostly capacitive contrast, such as that shown in Figure 2.10. As the tip alter-
nates between the substrate and the additional Al/Al2O3 layer on the calibration sample, the
measurement switches between two output vectors. As the change in capacitance due to
the additional layers is much larger than the change in resistance, a phase angle can be ap-
plied to the output reference such that the signal contrast is observed in only one of the two
channels. Aer the adjustment, any variation in this channel corresponds to a change in
reactance while the other channel indicates resistive changes. he result of the calibration
and an example of aMIM image is shown in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.10: Calibration scheme. As the tip alternates between contact with the aluminum
layers or the substrate of the calibration die, the output switches between two states. A phase
angle is then applied to the output (see Figure 2.7) such that signal contrast is seen in only
one of the two orthogonal channels.
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Figure 2.11: ExampleMIM result for a calibration die. heMIM-Im signal is overlaid on the
topographical surface by way of a color map.
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2.3.4 Applications
Ma et al. have used MIM to investigate the charge-order domain walls in a layered man-
ganite, Pr(Sr0.1Ca0.9)2Mn2O7 [17]. his material is one ofmany systems that exhibit unique
electrical properties at phase boundaries that are thought to be controllable and exploitable
for novel electronic or memory devices. he authors simultaneouslymapped surface topog-
raphy, crystalline orientation, and electronic phase of themanganite and observed a strong
history dependence of charge-order domains in response to sample heating.
Targeting the same applications,Tselev et al. imaged the highly conductive domainwalls
in the ferroelectrics lead zirconate and bismuth titanate using MIM [19]. Ordinarily, a con-
tact resistance between the probe and the domain wall must be overcome in order to study
charge transport, but the high ûelds required to accomplish this are destructive. he authors
cite the insensitivity of the contact barriers to the gigahertz frequency at which MIM oper-
ates and the low photon energies of microwaves (E = h f = 12.4 µeV at 3GHz) as reasons
why non-destructivemeasurement of the domain walls was achieved.
Tselev et al. have also utilized MIM with a unique demonstration of imaging sensitive
and dynamic processes in a hermetically sealed, microfabricated cell [20]. A proof of con-
ceptmeasurement of 1.5µm diameter polystyrene nanoparticles in glycerol beneath a 50nm
thick SiN membrane was compared with ûnite element simulations. he capacitive MIM-
Im channel clearly shows a close packing of particles, where the topographical image shows
no visible contrast, as it is only the at membrane being imaged. A similar cell setup shown
in Figure 2.12,with silver electrodes protruding into the chamber of the cell,was also used to
image dynamically an electrochemical process. With a 100mol/m3 AgNO3 water solution
inside the cell, silver dendriteswere dynamicallymeasured in theMIM-Im channel growing
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Figure 2.12: he silver electrode cell used by Tselev et al. [20].6
from the silver electrodes under repeated cycling of an electrical potential applied between
the two electrodes. Again, therewas no topographical change observed as the entire process
was occurring beneath a 50nm SiN membrane. he current vs. voltage cyclic voltammo-
gram of an identically prepared cell also showed an anodic peak in current consistent with
the Ag stripping expected to occur under the reversal of the potential.
Seabron et al. have used MIM in conjunction with Raman spectroscopy to image lo-
cal impedance, density of states, and structural morphology of single-walled carbon nan-
otubes [18]. With the addition of a 90kHz amplitude modulation on the tip to aòect the
density of free charge carriers and thereby observe the eòect of the density of states upon
impedance.
Hong et al. have imaged “nanoribbons” of the topological insulator Bi2Se3 [8]. A single
quintuple layer of the topological insulator is formed in this case by the covalent bonding of
2 atomic sheets of bismuth separating three atomic sheets of selenium. Multiple quintuple
6Reprinted with permission from Ref. [20]. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
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layers are weakly bound by van der Waals forces. Aer exfoliation with an AFM tip of a
stack of over 50 such layers down to 5, 3, and even a single layer, Hong et al. utilizedMIM
to image the conductivity of the the remaining layers, observing nonmetallic temperature
dependence, in contrast to the bulk behavior.
Lai et al. have imaged edges of a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in the quantum
Hall eòect regime, measuring the widths and magnetic ûeld dependence of the alternating
metallic and insulating strips that exist at these edges [5]. 2DEGs are usually located beneath
the surface of structures fabricated on semiconducting substrates, and so the variation in
conductivity that occurs at the edges of the structure can only be observed by a technique
such as MIM that is able to detect buried changes in conductivity or permittivity. he re-
sults of themeasurement, the widths of the insulating andmetallic strips, were shown to be
reasonably consistent with an electrostaticmodel.
Ma et al. have also imaged the edge conduction inmercury telluride quantumwells [12].
It has been predicted that under broken time-reversal symmetry, the conduction at the edges
of an insulating bulk due to the quantum spin Hall states will break down. he authors
investigate the edge conduction under an applied magnetic ûeld which serves to break the
time-reversal symmetry. he MIM imaging of conductivity of the quantum wells under
an applied electric ûeld led to the observation of edge conduction signiûcantly beyond the
applied ûeld at which the conduction was expected to break down, for a speciûc quantum
well thickness.
Ma et al. have imagedwithMIM the domainwalls in Nd2Ir2O7, amagnetic insulator. In
this material, there are only two possible variations ofmagnetic order, referred to as all-in-
all-out and all-out-all-in. he boundaries between the two diòerent domains exhibit high
conductivity compared to the regions interior to the domains, and under appliedmagnetic
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ûelds the domain walls either formed closed loops or became coincident with crystal grain
boundaries.
Liu et al. have usedMIM to image the electrical properties ofWSe2 nanosheets as a func-
tion of the degree of thermal oxidation. WSe2 is a layered van derWaals material, exhibiting
large anisotropy in conductivity in the in-plane versus out-of-plane directions. Measure-
mentswithMIM indicated that a reaction product intermediate in the transition fromWSe2
to the fully oxidized product WO3 exhibited a much higher local conductivity than either
WSe2 orWO3. Resultswere also correlatedwithRaman spectroscopy to identify the bound-
ary between theWSe2 and the fully oxidizedWO3 regions, and time-of-ight secondary ion
mass spectroscopy was also used for elemental analysis.
Lai et al. usedMIM to image a percolating resistance network in a strainedmanganite
thin ûlm [9]. Strain in the layered manganite Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 can induce a microscopic
phase separation, producing ûlamentarymetallic domains. Comparison of theMIM results
and network models describing the emergence of themetallic ûlaments conûrmed that the
system was at the percolating threshold.
he many examples briey described above are not totally exhaustive of the existing
literature on MIM, though they illustrate the diversity of systems to which this technique is
applicable.
2.3.5 Modeling of the tip-sample interaction
Anlage et al. have reviewedmodeling of the probe-sample system for a parallel strip trans-
mission line probe in non-contact mode, discussing both lumped parameter models and
full-wave simulations and considering analytically the eòect of insulating, semiconducting,
andmetallic samples and even plasma formation [89]. Within the context of a non-contact
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simulation, a two parameter lumped-element model of the tip-sample interaction in MIM
is provided elsewhere [4], evenwith the addition of a transmission line analysis of the probe
structure [109]. MIM could, in theory, be operated in the non-contact mode but the com-
mercial sMIM mode used in this work is designed for the contact mode only.
Wei et al. have used a Green’s theorem approach to calculate the electric ûeld at the tip
and the contrast capacitance [110]. Comparedwith ûnite element calculations, theirmethod
showed signiûcant time andmemory savings. he authors also used electrostatic forcemi-
croscopy (EFM) to calibrate theMIM signal. Bymeasuring the capacitancewith EFM as the
tip approaches the sample and comparing the result with theMIM-Im signal on approach-
ing the same point in the scan, a capacitance in farads was assigned to theMIM-Im signal
for use in measurements of other samples.
As also discussed in themodeling eòorts in thiswork, there is some interaction between
the bulk of the tip and the sample. Wei et al. have analytically investigated the degree to
which the height of the probe contributes to the tip-sample capacitance [111], and identify a
cutoò height, dependent on sample permittivity, beyondwhich the probe no longer interacts
with the sample. he authors also veriûed the analysis with MIM measurements. We note
that in all simulations in this work, the tip is modeled at full height, accommodating all
possible interaction between the tip and the sample.
2.4 Nanostructured carbon
he samples used in this work have been investigated in particular for their energy-related
applications, as thesematerials have high speciûc surface area and, consequently, can accu-
mulate a large amount of charge in an electrical double layer. A number of electrochem-
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ical scanning probe techniques have been demonstrated [33] that emulate to some degree
the conûguration of an energy device to investigate physical behaviors of interest on the
nanometer scale. he work in this dissertation, however, is not restricted to any particular
application, but instead examines the more elementary behavior of localized electric ûelds
in certain porous structures.
2.4.1 Carbide-derived carbon
Carbide-derived carbon (CDC) can refer to a large group of both ordered and disordered
structures, but here the discussion is restricted to relatively amorphous, porous carbon, cho-
sen in this study for its structural tunability and consequently its expected ability to exhibit
some structural diversity when investigating the relationship betweenmorphology and elec-
trical response. In the synthesis of this type of CDC, a carbide precursor, of which a variety
of well-studied binary and ternary compounds exist, is subjected to a heat treatment in a
halogen (typically chlorine) environment to extract themetal atoms from their bonded car-
bons [41]. An annealing step in a 600 ○Cenvironment ofH2 orNH3 serves to remove residual
Cl2 [112].
he heat treatment temperature is a primary factor in determining the structure of the
tortuous, disordered porous network that remains aer themetal atoms have been removed.
Aer chlorination, themobile carbon atoms tend to reorganize around vacancies and bond
to neighboring or dangling atoms, forming the large pore structure. he nanosized pores
themselves are between 0.33nm andmore than 5nm in diameter [113]. hrough the choice
of precursor, control of the temperature and the halogen to carbon ratio in the synthesis re-
action, and control of conditions in a post-synthesis cleaning and annealing stepwith hydro-
gen, one can rather precisely inuence the nanoscale structure of that network. he features
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that may be tuned include the speciûc surface area, porosity (the volumetric complement of
the carbon), the pore size distribution, and the degree of structural order in the carbon itself.
Diòerent precursors have diòerent lattice structures, including cubic (NaCl), orthorhombic,
trigonal, hexagonal, and this structure aòects the shape of the voids le by themetal atoms
and in turn the way the carbon atoms rearrange to form the ûnal pore structure.
he conductivity is also a function of the heat treatment temperature, as the sp3 content
tends to transform into more conductive, graphitic sp2 domains at increasing temperatures.
his transformation of sp3 to sp2 hybridization has been veriûed by narrowing of theG band
beaks in Raman spectroscopy studies [45]. Diòerent graphized structures in the CDC begin
to emerge aer annealing, including ribbons, barrels, and fullerene-like endohedral particles
similar to the onion-like carbon described later [41]. In Figure 2.13 is shown snapshots of
theCDC structure in bothmolecular dynamics (MD) simulations and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) images for three diòerent synthesis temperatures, clearly demonstrating
amixture of amorphous and graphitic phases.
he particle size of the resulting CDC powder is not a function of synthesis because
the transformation that occurs during annealing is conformal [42], though diòerent particle
sizes are available. Typical particle sizes are 1 to 5µm, though CDCs with particle diameters
of tens of nanometers exist, producedwith high-energy plasma from similarly sized carbide
precursor powders [115].
Magnetotransport and electrode conductivitymeasurements have identiûed a threshold
temperature of 1000 ○C with a transition from a semiconducting to metallic behavior [116],
andmodeling of the conductivity inCDC has related the onset of percolationwith the emer-
gence of long-range networks of ordered graphitic carbon [112, 117].
he large bulk porosity (>50%) and high speciûc surface area (>2000m2/g) [42, 118] and
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Figure 2.13: he structure of CDC depicted in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images for three diòerent synthesis tempera-
tures [114].7
especially the tunability of CDCmake this material attractive in many applications, includ-
ing electrochemical capacitors. he impact of the tunability can be seen in the discovery
that pore sizes adjusted to below the diameter of solvated ions in an electrolyte cause the
ions to shed their solvation shells to ût within the pores, a phenomenon which enhances
the performance of a capacitive device [45, 119]. CDC is also suitable for many applications
in addition to electrodes for electrochemical capacitors. For example, the large porosity of
CDC allows for reversible storage of hydrogen [120] or methane [121], a feature important
for fuel cells. CDC can also be used as a low-friction tribological coating on carbide [122, 123]
and, due to good biocompatibility, as a protein sorbant for the puriûcation of biouids [124,
125].
7Reprinted from Ref. [114], with permission from Elsevier.
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2.4.2 Onion-like carbon
he other carbon structure investigated in thiswork, onion-like carbon (OLC) is a graphitic,
multi-shell fullerene-like particle, depicted in Figure 2.14. OLC can be found along with
Figure 2.14: A diagram of an onion-like carbon particle. he closed and layered graphitic
structure is similar to amulti-shell fullerene,with each layer colored here as a visual aid only.
amorphous CDC in the carbon products yielded from carbide halogenation, but is most
commonly and conveniently synthesized by the vacuum annealing of nanoscopic diamond
particles [44, 126]. he ‘nanodiamonds’ themselves are found in the carbonaceous soot le
by the detonation of high explosives, with or without a carbon load [127], in hermetic en-
vironments [128]. here are at least two forms of the precursor that have been discussed
in the literature, designated UD50 and UD90, where the letters ‘UD’ are a shorthand for
‘ultrananocrystalline diamond’ [44]. he UD50 is collected from detonation soot, UD90 is
acid-puriûed and consequently has a larger amount of sp3 content (∼75% versus ∼25%) [43].
In annealing the nanodiamond at temperatures above 1200 ○C [44], the sp3-bonded content
is transformed into closed and layered sp2 shells, while lower temperatures or incomplete
annealing may preserve the diamond core within the shells to some degree. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images of nanodiamond annealed at diòerent temperatures are
shown in Figure 2.15. he 5 to 10nm particles are mostly defect-free, giving rise to a high
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Figure 2.15: TEM images of OLC particles at diòerent stages in the transformation from
the nanodiamond precursor. he scale bar in each image is 3nm. Four stages of the nan-
odiamond to OLC transformation are shown: (a) unannealed nanodiamond, (b) vacuum
annealing at 1300 ○C, (c) 1500 ○C, and (d) 1800 ○C.8
electrical conductivity. UV Raman spectroscopy measurements of the nanodiamond pre-
cursor when heated up to 900 ○C have helped to elucidate structural changes during the
OLC synthesis, as peaks in the spectra corresponding to diamond and graphitic sp2 content
are easilymonitored [43]. A threshold temperature of approximately 600 ○C has been linked
with the onset of annealing of nanodiamond and its conversion toOLC. he speciûc surface
area reaches a maximum of ∼580m2/g at about 1500 ○C, corresponding to complete trans-
formation of nanodiamond into graphitic carbon. he structure continues to change up to
1800 ○C, however, showing increasing amounts of order and higher conductivity.
8Reprinted from Ref. [44], with permission from Elsevier.
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Figure 2.16: Ball-and-stick model of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG).
X-ray diòraction (XRD) measurements have served to identify a link between the rate of
conversion of nanodiamond to OLC and the size of the crystalline nanodiamond precursor
particles. It has been found that larger particles of the precursormay only exhibit surface re-
construction, but smaller particles may undergo amore complete transformation at a given
temperature. Furthermore, XRD analysis of the particle radius has elucidated kinetics of
the nanodiamond to OLC transformation, which proceed inward from the particle surface
toward the core.
Due to its high electrical conductivity, and despite the fact that OLC agglomerates have
no internal porosity like CDC, OLC has been shown to perform favorably as electrodes for
electrochemical capacitors [129, 130]. Its performance has been documented in the pres-
ence of various electrolytes and as a function of its structure and synthesis conditions, and
molecular dynamics simulations [44] have been formulated to supplement the theoretical
understanding of electrical double layer formation at OLC particles.
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2.4.3 Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)
While not porous and thus not used in the studies of inhomogeneity here, highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) is another carbonmaterial ofnotewhichwehavemeasuredusing
MIM. HOPG is highly pure graphite, or layered sheets of graphene, as shown in Figure 2.16.
hese layers can bemechanically exfoliated to achieve an atomically at surface.
2.4.4 Application-speciäc characterization
Two of the materials presented above, the carbide-derived carbon and the onion-like car-
bon,while having a number of identiûed applications, aremost oen cited for their usage in
charge storage devices, speciûcally electrochemical double layer capacitors (EDLC) [44, 131,
132]. he EDLC consists of the immersion of a carbon (or other porous material) electrode
in an electrolyte. Under an applied potential between the electrode and the bulk of the so-
lution, charges from the electrolyte tend to migrate out of solution to the very large speciûc
surface area—on the order of 1000m2/g in the case of porous carbons—electrode. he only
dielectric layer between the electrode and the chargesmay be a fewmolecules of the solvent,
so this very small separation and the very large area can create a very large capacitance, as
C = єA/d for the vastly simpliûed approximation of the EDLC as a parallel plate capacitor.
hough much of the modeling eòorts in this thesis are material-agnostic, it is conceivable
that theMIM techniquemay be of use for carbon science or research into the nature of the
double layer. In this work, we have not made any attempts at environmental modiûcation
of the tip-sample system, though such control is surely possible and has been demonstrated
in numerous other contexts. For example, though no publishedMIM images of cells or bi-
ological material exist to our knowledge, basic AFM imaging cells in liquid is routine. In
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the development of MIM and also with consideration for possible biological applications,
Kundhikanjana has even investigated the feasibility ofMIM in a commercially available cell
for AFM imaging in liquid. Temperature control of the tip-sample system is also used in
biological studies, and high-temperature (600 ○C) in situ imaging of fuel cells [35–37]. Given
the results of Nonnenmann et al. in the imaging of energy storage processes with scanning
probemicroscopy, and the results ofTselev et al. in the imaging of dynamical processeswith
MIM, onemay speculate about the possible applicability ofMIM to the study of EDLCs, or
the imaging of the double layer formation in general. As it has already been shown that it
is possible to image dopant proûles with MIM, onemight construct an electrochemical cell
with a porous carbon electrode and under a cycling applied potential measure the change
in polarity of charge at the surface of the electrode. For the case of carbide-derived carbon,
molecular dynamics simulations and density functional theory calculations have been used
to investigate themotion of charges in and out of pores for diòerent pore and ion sizes [133].
Such simulations could be correlatedwith possible studies of ion dynamics [134] and poros-
ity (averaged over a small region) using MIM, though further development ofMIM in liq-
uid environments would be required. Additionally, while local measurements of porosity
are investigated in this thesis, it would be very beneûcial to correlate such measurements
with more detailedmodels of the porous networks. Also, given some idea of the resolution
of the technique, or the depth to which the evanescent wave enters the sample, the ques-
tion arises as to whether the variation in structure that is exhibited by the sample locally
comparedwith the bulk average is enough to induce a diòerence in the admittance. In other
words, given that the technique is only sensitive to changeswithin, say, 100nm of the tip, has
the porosity or pore size distribution of a porous material already approached the average,
macroscopic porosity to within the level of signal sensitivity of MIM? Again, comparison
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of local measurements of porosity with detailed models of the porous networks found in
CDC [114] would be beneûcial.
2.5 Eàectivemedium theories
2.5.1 Analyticmodels
Eòectivemedium theories, which can provide a homogeneous model with equivalent elec-
trical response to an inhomogeneous medium, have been in existence for nearly two cen-
turies. Avogadro and Faraday speculated on the eòective dielectric constant ofmulti-phase
systems, thoughMaxwell’s treatment of electromagnetics paved theway for analytical mod-
els and homogenization procedures. One of the earliest of such models is credited to Claus-
sius and Mosotti, who produced the well known equation relating the relative permittivity
of amaterial to its polarizability,
єr − 1
єr + 2 = Nα3є0 , (2.9)
where N is the number density of polarizable atoms or molecules, and α the polarizability.
H. A. Lorentz and L. V. Lorenz are credited with formulating an identical relation for the
index of refraction. In the above equation, the right hand sidemay also be written as a sum
over constituents i with diòerent polarizabilities αi , as ∑i Nαi/3є0, establishing a relation
for the eòective relative permittivity of amixture. J. C. Maxwell Garnett went a step further,
using the Claussius-Mosotti relation to ûnd a formula for the eòective dielectric constant
in terms of the dielectric constants of the constituents. heMaxwell Garnett mixing rule is
written
( єeò − єh
єeò + 2єh) = fi ( єi − єhєi + 2єh) , (2.10)
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where єi is the dielectric constant of spherical particles in a host medium of permittivity єh,
as drawn schematically in Figure 2.17, fi is the volume fraction of the inclusions in the host,
and єeò is the eòective permittivity of the wholemixture.
E
єi
єh
Figure 2.17: In the eòectivemedium approximation ofMaxwell Garnett, amodel based on
the Claussius-Mosotti relationship, an eòective permittivity is given for the inclusions of
dielectric spheres in a host dielectric, also called thematrix.
A limitation of theMaxwell Garnett formula is its asymmetry with respect to the dielec-
tric components that make up the eòectivemedium. One cannot interchange the host per-
mittivity with the inclusion permittivity and arrive at the same result. Bruggeman later [135,
136] derived a symmetric formula for inclusions wherein thematerials are interchangeable,
∑
i
fi
єi − єeò
єi + 2єeò = 0. (2.11)
he derivation of this approximation is fairly simple, relying on the local ûeld concept of
Lorentz [137]. Considering a homogeneous systemof some dielectric constant є and a sphere
of radius a and dielectric constant є1, one may write the ûeld both inside and outside this
inclusion. (here is a constant external ûeld but this ûeld is perturbed in the vicinity of
the inclusion.) he approximation of Bruggeman results when one requires that the aver-
age electric ux deviation be zero, analogous to the derivation of the homogenized random
resistor network described in the next section.
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hese formulas have been used to great ends in the analysis of colloids and suspensions,
and in the problem of remote sensing, the determination of the constituent properties of
a material from the average response to an electromagnetic excitation. Studies in carbon
science have made use of these relations; one group compared the Maxwell Garnett and
Bruggeman formulas in the ûtting of experimental data on the conductivity of ûlms of car-
bon nanotubes embedded in insulating glassy carbon [138].
2.5.2 Random resistor networks
A random resistor network is simply a lattice of resistors with values chosen according to
some probability distribution. A random resistor network can be a suitable model for a
composite material where each phase has a diòerent conductivity. he total resistance of
networks can be computed by a variety ofmeans [139], including direct computation of the
node equations with fast linear system solvers. here also exists an equivalent medium ap-
proximation for random resistor networks that yields a uniform resistor network of approxi-
mately equal total resistance to a given random network, as in Figure 2.18. hemathematical
homogenization procedure is given by Kirkpatrick [140]. he result accounts for lattices of
any coordination number (the number of edges at a node) with an arbitrary distribution
of resistances, though here we only focus on the cubic lattice where the individual conduc-
r2
r1
rm
random uniform
Figure 2.18: A random resistor network has an equivalent homogeneous network. Color
indicates diòerent values of resistance.
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Figure 2.19: Variation of an arbitrary element is used to set the value of the individual con-
ductances in the equivalent network.9
tances (edges in the lattice) are either 0 or 1 S. he approach is to consider the variation of
conductance of an arbitrary bond according to the distribution of resistances on the random
network, then choose a suitable resistance for all the other bonds so as tomake the rest of the
network oblivious, on average, to the variation of the single bond. Referring to Figure 2.19, if
one writes the average change in voltage across an arbitrary bond if its conductance g0 were
allowed to take on a new values according to the distribution of conductances in the ran-
dom network and then requires that that average be equal to zero, the rest of the network is
essentially impervious to the variation of the random network. his process is summarized
in Equation 2.12, where f (g) is the distribution of conductances in the random network.
∫ dg f (g) ∆VAB = 0 (2.12)
Kirkpatrick givesmore explicit results of this integral [140], but for the case of a cubic lattice
with a binary distribution of conductances f (g) = pδ(g − 1) + (1 − p)δ(g), where p is
9Reprinted (adapted) ûgure with permission from Ref. [140]. Copyright 1973 by the American Physical
Society.
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the probability of placing a bond, the conductance for every resistor in the homogeneous
network simply becomes
gm = 1 − 32(1 − p). (2.13)
Equivalence to the Bruggeman approximation
It has been noted elsewhere [136] that the random resistor network is equivalent to the sym-
metric approximation of Bruggeman,
∑
i
fi
σi − σe
σi + 2σe = 0, (2.14)
where the sum is over each constituent phase i of conductivity σi and volume fraction fi ,
and where σe is the eòective conductivity of the inhomogeneous medium. he integral in
Equation 2.12, with the ∆VAB term expanded becomes [140],
∫ f (g) gm − g
g + (z
2
− 1) gm = 0, (2.15)
where z is called the coordination number and represents the number of bonds connected at
any given site in the bulk of the lattice, otherwise called the degree in network terminology.
z = 6 for a cubic lattice. When this integral is solved for a binary distribution over two
possible bond conductances g1 and g2, as f (g) = pδ (g − g1)+ (1 − p) (g − g2), the result is
p g1 − gm
g1 + 2gm + (1 − p) g2 − gmg2 + 2gm = 0 (2.16)
which bears exactly the same form as the Bruggeman formula of Equation 2.14 above for a
two-phasemedium. he derivation of the Bruggeman formula follows essentially the same
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procedure as well, requiring electric ûeld deviations due to inhomogeneity be zero on aver-
age [137]. For a uniformly spaced cubic resistor lattice, each bond conductance when em-
bedded real physical space would be considered to occupy the same spatial volume, and so
the above result could be written in terms of conductivity. Like the Bruggeman approxima-
tion, the derivation of the eòectivemedium theory for the resistor network also applies for
imaginary components, allowing the result to be written replacing the bond conductance g
with a susceptance b (or a capacitance), or similarly the conductivity σ with the permittivity
є.
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Chapter 3
Modeling and simulation
he purpose of this chapter is to discuss simulations that provide some characterization
of the interaction of the probe with the sample in the MIM system. An equivalent circuit
for the tip-sample system is suggested based on the results of ûnite element models, and a
comparison of random resistor networks, a related eòective medium approximation, and
the continuum simulations is presented.
3.1 Resolution
A quantiûcation of resolution in anymicroscopy technique is important. he questionmight
be stated as, “what is the minimum feature size the instrument is capable of resolving?” In
MIM, the question needs clariûcation. First, as has been shown by simulations, the ad-
mittance response varies in sensitivity with the conductivity and permittivity. For diòerent
values of є and σ , perturbations in these parameters will produce diòerent changes in ad-
mittance. Second, one must consider not only the absolute values of є and σ but the con-
trast between an inclusion and a homogeneous background. he greater the contrast, the
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Figure 3.1: A hemispherical inclusion.
greater the change in admittance. hird, the distance relative to the tip of an inclusion in
a homogeneous background also inuences the response. As the distance from the tip to
the inclusion increases, the change in the admittance decreases, eventually going to zero.
Fourth, the size of the inclusion also plays a role. he bigger the inclusion, the greater the
change in admittance. And ûnally, there is some level of noise in the output signal, and any
inhomogeneity must be signiûcant enough to produce a change in admittance that stands
out from the noise oor. hese ûve considerations make it diõcult to establish a criterion
of resolvability or provide a nominal feature size that the technique is capable of resolving.
he best practice when planning experiments or analyzing collected data would likely be
to conduct simulations for the system in question, though we can again make use of the
hemispherical model to consider resolution in some generality.
Wemay consider a shell, of varying depth, thickness, and electrical parameters, embed-
ded in the larger hemispherical background, as shown in Figure 3.1, and ask whether such
an inclusion is able to produce a change in admittance that stands out beyond the noise of
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Figure 3.2: Normalized admittance for an included shell of diòerent permittivity (єi) than
that of the host hemisphere (єh). Each plot represents a diòerent depth and thickness for
the included shell. As the thickness t of the inclusion increases, a change in єi becomemore
noticeable. Likewise, as the depth d of the inclusion increases, the range of Y for a given єh
becomes smaller.
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the output mixer.
Summing the series admittances, we have
Y = 2pi [ r−11 − r−12
σh + jωєh + r−12 − r−13σi + jωєi + r−13σh + jωєh ]
−1
, (3.1)
where the subscript h refers to the host material, the subscript i refers to the included shell,
and r1, r2, and r3 are the successive radii demarcating boundaries of thematerials. he ûrst
radius r1 is the innermost radius that models the tip-sample contact, and the host material
is assumed to have no end,meaning the outermost radius is at∞. If wemake substitutions,
setting the thickness as t = r3−r2,writing the depth of the inclusion as d = r2−r1, and simply
writing the contact radius as rc = r1 to complete the new notation, and considering just the
imaginary part, we have
Y = 2piωєhєirc (d + rc) (d + rc + t)
dєi (d + rc + t) + єhrc t + єirc (d + rc) . (3.2)
Ifwe hold ω and rc as constants, the above equation has four free parameters. Shown in Fig-
ure 3.2 are plots of admittance versus the host permittivity єh and the inclusion permittivity
єi for diòerent inclusion thicknesses t and depths d. Each admittance scale is normalized
to the same value, and the color map indicates ∂Y/∂єi , a measure of the sensitivity of the
admittance to the inclusion permittivity. Comparison of the color map between plots shows
that as the depth of the inclusion increases, the sensitivity to єi decreases. In otherwords, the
admittance contrastwhen the tip is over the inclusion versuswhen the tip is in an inclusion-
free region is smaller for deeper inclusions. his is expected behavior from the short-range
evanescent wave emanating from the tip.
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3.2 Finite element models
As the distance that the evanescentwave penetrates into the sample ismuch smaller than the
wavelength of the source (λ = 10 cm for 3GHz), we can use a quasistatic approximation for
the electric ûeld and ignore time dependence. Even the sample itself is on the order of only
1mm thick. Solving Maxwell’s equations with the quasistatic approximation over the tip-
sample geometry with the ûnite elementmethod is done in comsol version 5.2. Speciûcally,
we compute solutions to Ohm’s law with an additional term for the displacement current
J = σE + jωD (3.3)
where J is the total current density vector ûeld, σ the electrical conductivity, E the electric
ûeld, ω the angular frequency, and D = єE the electric ux density. By setting appropriate
boundary conditions and drawing an appropriate approximation of the probe, an impedance
between the tip and sample can be calculated thatmodels the output of the instrument itself.
he basic geometry of a MIM simulation is shown in Figure 3.3. In reality the probe
tip is pyramidal in shape (see Figure 2.8), but the probe is modeled in simulation by a cone
with a frustrated tip. Exploiting this symmetry, Equation 3.3 need only be solved for a ra-
dial slice of a cylindrical space; in comsol this is the 2D axisymmetricmode. he probe is
surrounded by amuch larger region of air and a uniform material representing the sample.
he only required material parameters are those that appear in Equation 3.3, the electrical
conductivity σ and the dielectric constant є = єrє0. Air has єr = 1 and σ = 0, the tip material
is modeled as gold with єr = 6.7 and σ = 45 × 106 S/m. Diòerent porous carbons exhibit
a range of єr values, roughly between 5 and 20 [95, 141], here we nominally set єr = 8. As
electrical conductivity is expected to vary much more than the dielectric constant amongst
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Figure 3.3:he 2D axisymmetric simulation geometry. A harmonic voltage is applied at the
top surface of the tip and the admittance between that surface and the grounded edges of
the sample is measured. Two ground nodes are present, though only over one (the “ground
terminal”) is current summed for the admittance calculation.
the samples studied, σ for the sample region (written onwards as σsample) in the simulation is
kept as an adjustable parameter. In other simulations presented later, єr is varied along with
σ .
A harmonic potential applied at the top surface of the tip and a ground node applied at
the edges of the geometry serve as the only boundary conditions for the simulation. Aer the
current is computed in the whole geometry as a function of σsample, admittance is measured
between the tip and the grounded edges of the sample. he change in this admittance at each
point in a scan is essentially what is captured in aMIM experiment. he simulated admit-
tance response is shown in Figure 3.4. he curves have intuitive explanations: the real part is
linear (exponential in the logarithmic horizontal axis) in σsample, consistent with Ohm’s law
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as in Equation 3.3; an interpretation of the imaginary part is less clear and will require the
help of an equivalent circuit, however the curve has a simple empirical description of a ca-
pacitor (assuming a parallel conductor-capacitor combination as the simplest of equivalent
circuits for some admittance Y = a + jb = G + jωC) that is enhanced initially by an increase
in σsample before settling again at a constant value of capacitance.
Studies in the development of MIM have conducted similar simulations and produced
the same plot as in Figure 3.4, but with a real part of a diòerent form [4, 109]. he diòerent
response, shown in Figure 3.5, is due to an important diòerence in simulation geometry
between those studies and this work. In the earlier work, the apex of the tip is vertically
oòset from the sample by 1 nm, leaving a small gap of air. In one case [4], this was done for
the given reason of avoiding amathematical singularity in the simulation thatwould occur if
the tipwere to just make contact at a single point. It is also noted that in the development of
MIM, a tapping mode was demonstrated [10], wherein the intermittent contact might more
appropriately correspond to a simulation with a non-zero tip-sample separation. However,
the commercial sMIM mode used in the present work is supported only in contact mode at
the time of this writing, and despite the potential complication that surface roughness and
contact area, etc., may have on modeling, a simple frustrated tip (see Figure 3.3) is used to
maintain a non-singular contact in the simulations shown here.
In either case, the admittance response can be modeled with an equivalent circuit. A
possible model is shown in Figure 3.6, which consists of a conductance at the tip-sample
contact, a capacitance between the cone of the tip and the sample, and a parallel conduc-
tance-capacitor combination to represent the remainder of the sample. As the sample is
swept in conductivity in all simulations, the circuit parameters G1 and G2 must be functions
of this conductivity. Also note that however σsample is modulated to give the conductance
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Figure 3.4:he real and imaginary parts of the simulated admittancemeasured between the
tip and the sample.
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Figure 3.5: Simulated admittance measured between the tip and the sample for the non-
contact case.
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Figure 3.6: An equivalent circuit that models admittance response of the tip-sample system.
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Figure 3.7: Hemispherical model of the sample admittance.
parameters, it must gain some factor with units of meters since σsample has units of S/m.
herefore onemay simply assume thatG = k1σsample andG2 = k2σsample. A physical model for
these constants can be derived by approximating the geometry from the tip-sample contact
and onward into the sample as hemispherical, as in Figure 3.7, and assuming current to ow
radially outward from an initial surface, as pictured above. To arrive at an expression for
either k1 or k2, ûrst recall the deûnition of resistivity ρ and conductivity σ
ρ = RA
ℓ
or R = ℓ
σA
(3.4)
then, viewing the surfaces normal to the direction of current ow as resistors of diòerential
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thickness, onemay write
dR = dℓ
σA(ℓ)
R = ∫ r2
r1
dℓ
σA(ℓ) or G = σ∫ r2
r1
dℓ
A(ℓ) = kσ
(3.5)
which yields the expression for k
k = (∫ r2
r1
dℓ
A(ℓ))−1 (3.6)
or in a discrete form for a uniform thickness of each resistive shell,
k ≈ (∆ℓ∑
i
1
Ai
)−1 . (3.7)
Note that the above method presents a way of calculating k1 or k2 and thus G1 and G2
in the equivalent circuit without simulation. Otherwise, one may ût the σ-dependent ad-
mittance response from the comsol simulations to the combined expression for the total
admittance of the equivalent circuit, thus obtaining k1, k2 (whence G1 and G2) and C1 and
C2. In all cases, the goodness of ût is high, with R2 > 0.9999.
he integral above can be performed easily, and the analysis generalized to capacitance
as well. he resultant expression for the admittance Y of this hemispherical geometry is
Y = (σ + jωє) 2pi
r−11 − r−12 . (3.8)
Later this expression is employed to set bond values in admittance networks and to set the
spatial extent for additional FEM simulations that correspond to the network calculations.
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It should be noted that while the MIM calibration procedure includes automatic pro-
cesses to adjust DC oòsets in the output mixer and conûgure common mode and noise
cancellation stages in the detection electronics, and while the system is designed to mea-
sure only the interaction between the evanescent ûeld emanating from the probe and the
response of the sample, rejecting other parasitic or background signals, it is still conceivable
that electromagneticmodes other than the evanescent ûeldmay be excited in the vicinity of
the tip or the bulk of the sample that may perhaps be present in ameasurement.
3.2.1 Physical interpretation of the equivalent circuit
he geometry of all comsol simulations of the tip-sample system is limited in size to 50µm.
Considering a hemispherical geometry with some admittance, the spatial factor in Equa-
tion 3.8, 2pi/ (r−11 − r−22 ), if we set r1 to something on the order of the contact radius, 10nm,
the change in the spatial factor between setting r2 = 50µm and r2 = 500µm is less than one
tenth of one percent. Furthermore, attempting to model a system on multiple length scales
simultaneously can introduce practical challenges in FEM meshing.
he series combination of two admittances produces a good ût to the admittance cal-
culated from the simulation. A single admittance cannot accurately capture the simulated
behavior. We would like, however, to understand how each element corresponds to the ge-
ometry. he tip terminal is the location of the source signal, and the edges of the geometry
are the ground terminal, so the series combination of admittances lies between these two
nodes in the geometry. However, ignoring the tip itself, which has a very high conductiv-
ity and will exhibit almost no capacitance, we have two materials that lie between the two
terminals: air with zero conductivity and relative permittivity of one, and the sample with
conductivity σ and permittivity є. hese two regions are topologically in parallel. Observing
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in the simulation the isosurface of the voltage at the node between the two admittances in
the equivalent circuit, one can see that the surface intersects both the air and the sample.
herefore, it is logical to divide each admittance of the series combination into a parallel
combination, one for the air and one for the sample, though the air region will have zero
conductance. his circuit is shown in Figure 3.8, where the letters a and s in the subscripts
denote air and sample, respectively.
Ca1G1 Cs1
Ca2G2 Cs2
Figure 3.8: An equivalent circuit with the capacitances split into parallel combinations for
the air and for the sample. he subscripts a and s denote air and sample, respectively.
he expressions for the real and imaginary parts of the total equivalent admittance in the
original equivalent circuit are in general functions of the real and imaginary parts of each
admittance in the series combination; that is, Re (Y) is a function of G1, G2, C1, and C2, and
Im (Y) is likewise a function of the same four parameters, in general. However, in the low
conductivity limit where G1 = G2 = 0, the expression for the total capacitance is
C = C1C2
C1 + C2 . (3.9)
Now if we split each capacitance into a parallel combination, one branch for the air and
another for the sample, we have
C = (Ca1 + Cs1) (Ca2 + Cs2)
Ca1 + Cs1 + Ca2 + Cs2 , (3.10)
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where the letters a and s in the subscriptsdenote air and sample, respectively. his separation
allows us to perform a ûtting of the simulated admittance at low sample conductivitieswhile
retaining the dependence on the sample permittivity є so as to extract the dimensionality
constant associated with each capacitor. By ‘dimensionality constant’ wemean, for example
in the case of an ordinary parallel plate capacitor, the term A/t in the expression for the
capacitance C = єA/t. In general wemay assume any ûxed capacitance to be expressible in
the form C = єd where d is related to the geometry of the capacitance.
hus, writing Equation 3.10 in terms of these dimensionality constants, respecting the
permittivities associated with each material or capacitance, we have
C = (1.0 ⋅ da1 + єds1) (1.0 ⋅ da2 + єds2)
1.0 ⋅ (da1 + da2) + є (ds1 + ds2) , (3.11)
where 1.0 has been substituted for the relative permittivity of air. If we suppose the hemi-
spherical approximation to be an accurate representation of the sample, we can compare
the dimensionality factors ds1 and ds2 as obtained from a numerical ûtting of the simulated
low-conductivity admittance as a function of єwith the dimensionality factor 2pi/ (r−11 − r−12 )
from the hemispherical model needed to reproduce the same capacitance. In other words,
if we obtain ds1 from a ûtting of the simulated admittance, we should have
ds1 ≈ 2pir−11 − r−22 (3.12)
for some values r1 and r2. If the hemispherical model is accurate, the inner radius should
correspond to the size of the contact (approximately, as the simulated contact is circular but
in the model it is hemispherical), and the outer radius should correspond to the location
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of the isosurface of the voltage at the node between the two admittances in the equivalent
circuit.
he results of the numerical ûtting are shown in Figure 3.9. he goodness of ût is high,
though there are four free parameters to adjustwhich, without the above physical argument
for motivation, might be considered to be excessive. Indeed the same ûtting with only two
capacitors, as in the original equivalent circuit, also produces a high goodness of ût. he
additional parameters serve to clarify the division of the lumped element parameters among
thematerial regions in the simulation.
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Figure 3.9: he numerical ûtting for the dimensionality constants of the individual capaci-
tors representing the air and sample regions.
he results of the ûtting yield four dimensional constants, presented in Table 3.1. Some
explanation is needed for the choice of the numeral in the subscript, as it is noted that Equa-
tion 3.11 is symmetricwith respect to thisnumeral; that is, the vertical ordering of the parallel
combinations in the equivalent circuit is irrelevant from the point of view of ûtting, one in-
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parameter value (m)
da1 5.087 × 10−5
da2 1.173 × 10−6
ds1 1.119 × 10−7
ds2 2.346 × 10−5
Table 3.1: Numerically ûtted dimensionality constants for the capacitors in the equivalent
circuit.
terchange the group G1, Ca1, and Cs1 with G2, Ca2, and Cs2 and achieve the same ût. In fact,
the choice of subscript is arbitrary and leads to two diòerent interpretations of themapping
of the equivalent circuit to the geometry. We can compare ds1 or ds2 with the prediction of
the hemispherical model as suggested by Equation 3.12, and we do require that r1 in Equa-
tion 3.12 to be approximately equal to the radius of the contact, regardless of the admittance
ordering. As previously mentioned, the contact is of a circular shape in the simulation ge-
ometry, and a hemispherical shape in the conceptual approximation. Wemight then expect,
for the circular simulation radius rc and the hemispherical radius rh, for the contact areas to
be equal, as
2pir2h = pir2c
rh = rc√2 = 17.6nm for rc = 25nm
(3.13)
though this will not be precisely the case, as the electric ûeld near the tip in the simulation
is not perfectly radially symmetric. However, if we solve the system of equations
ds1 − 2pir−11 − r−12 = 0
ds2 − 2pir−12 − r−13 = 0
(3.14)
setting r3 = 50µm,which is the limit of the geometry, and presuming the numerical ordering
of the ûtted dimensionality constants presented in Table 3.1, we ûnd the radii r1 = 17.7nm, a
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value in very close agreementwith the prediction in Equation 3.13, and r2 = 3.47µm. Solving
the system of Equation 3.14 when switching the values of the constants ds1 and ds2 yields
a diòerent result, r1 = 17.7nm and r2 = 17.8nm. In this case, the radii are nearly equal.
For the second radius r2 to be so close to the ûrst makes the hemispherical approximation
of the volume near the contact of not much conceptual value, though either ordering of
admittances remains a correct solution with regard to the numerical ûtting of the results of
the simulation. Without any additional physical constraints, the choice of the ordering of
the admittances remains arbitrary.
3.2.2 Tip-radius eàects
he conduction current in the sample, and thus the MIM-Re signal, is dependent upon a
constant contact between the tip and the sample. he size and geometry of the physical con-
tact between the tip and the sample for scanning probe systems in general and the wearing
mechanisms of the tip have been the subject of extensive research [142, 143]. he overall
shape and asperities in the contact, the mechanical properties of the sample, the tip ma-
terial, the amount of force applied by the tip, etc., all surely play an important role in the
conduction indicated by the MIM-Re signal, and deserve a detailed analysis of their own
within the context of MIM. Such an analysis is beyond the scope of this thesis, though we
do provide brief results of simulations that scale the tip radius. Scaling the tip radius and
thus the contact area can directly aòect theMIM signal. Aer repeated use of an individual
probe in a real measurement, the tip begins to wear, the contact area grows, and the signal
contrast in theMIM channels tends to increase. his can be observed simply bemeasuring
the standard calibration sample at various points in the tip lifetime. A fresh tip may exhibit
signal contrast in theMIM-Im channel of around 25mV, whereas worn tips may show sig-
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nal contrast of 60mV or more. In Figure 3.10 are shown real and imaginary parts of the
tip-sample admittance as a function of conductivity for єr = 8 and at three diòerent contact
radii.
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Figure 3.10: Real and imaginary parts of the tip sample admittance for three diòerent contact
radii.
3.2.3 Full-wave simulations
Despite the small sample size, we explore the possibility that some propagating modes may
be established in or around the sample with additional full-wave simulations. Figure 3.11
shows the geometry for these simulations. he geometry is similar to the quasistatic sim-
ulations, but not identical. A coaxial port is required to launch the wave that is ultimately
focused to theprobe. Note that the coaxial feed aspictured doesnot correspond to the design
of the probe, which has a planar structure from the photolithographic fabrication process.
he simulated design can be expected to produce an equivalent result, however. Fields inside
the conductors, i.e. ûelds in the tip itself and the outer coaxial conductor, are not computed.
he dimensions of the sample region are chosen to be comparable to sample dimensions in
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a real experiment, and the region of air is chosen to be greater than a wavelength (10 cm) at
3GHz.
he radial and z components of the simulated electric ûeld are plotted in Figure 3.12.
he color bars in both plots have been truncated to ±1V/m, but the ûeld at the tip apex
is actually several orders of magnitude higher. he limited color scale highlights the quick
decay of the ûeld away from the tip and the absence of any waves propagating through the
sample in this simulation. Of course, the simulation geometry onlymodels the tip itself and
not the probe chip, the holder, the scan head, or the instrument housing, elements which
begin to approach the wavelength of the source. Except for the small (20µm maximum)
lateral displacements of the tip, however, these items are stationary. Any modes generated
by interactionwith these componentswould likely only contribute to a constant background
in the contrast measurement, and so would not aòect interpretation of results.
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Figure 3.11: Geometry for full-wave simulations.
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Figure 3.12: Radial and z components of the electric ûeld for the full-wave simulations. Color bars have been truncated to ±1V/m tomake
the ûeld decay visible. No propagating modes appear in the sample.
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3.2.4 Mapping (є, σ) space
Previous simulations held є constant, here we explore the full (є, σ) space by sweeping
єr over a small range. Admittance plots when both parameters are varied are shown in Fig-
ure 3.13.
If the geometry and physics are a reasonable approximation of the real system, then any
particular point on any sample will map to some point on these surfaces. he MIM in-
strument reports changes in tip-sample admittance, but if these surfaces could be calibrated
with a standard sample, then an absolute admittance could be estimated and maps of the
sort shown in Figure 3.14 could be used to extract values of є and σ .
Another important feature of these maps is the variation in sensitivity to є and σ over
the whole domain. For instance, the real part of the admittance is apparently totally insen-
sitive to the dielectric constant. he variation with σ is linear, however—the σ axis is on
a logarithmic scale. Likewise the imaginary part of the tip-sample admittance experiences
almost no change with respect to the sample permittivity є at reasonably high sample con-
ductivities, σ > 10 S/m. he sensitivity variation observed from these surfaces and its eòect
on measurement seems to be conûrmed in the literature. Seabron et al. [18] note that MIM
images of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) suggest that the imaginary part of the
MIM signal is likely better suited for high-resolutionmapping due to the better contrast they
report.
he variation in sensitivity may also be a potential pitfall in analysis of results. Tselev
et al. [20]make conclusions about є based on contrast in theMIM-Im signal, for example.
While the authors have good knowledge of the properties of the materials tested and have
made no error in interpretation of results, onemust be careful in applying this sort of anal-
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Figure 3.13: Real and imaginary parts of the simulated admittance surfaces.
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ysis in general to materials that have not been well characterized. As is evident from the
simulation results and especially visible in Figure 3.14, a change in theMIM-Im signal could
be attributed to a change in σ , є, or a combination of the two. We expand upon the possible
uncertainty in the behavior of permittivity or conductivity based on theMIM signals below.
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Figure 3.14: Projections of the contours on the surfaces in Figures 3.13a and 3.13b. he dashed
lines indicate admittance contours corresponding to the initial signals of the output ampli-
ûer. he thickest red and blue lines indicate the bounds of the output ampliûer assuming
that it saturates aer some signiûcant change in σ or є and thus admittance. hin, solid lines
are admittance contours for some new tip position and admittance. he intersections of the
‘initial’ and the ‘ûnal’ curves would indicate (σ , є) values corresponding to tip placement.
All chosen contours are hypothetical.
Although we have not made use of the real part of the admittance, we consider possible
pitfalls in numerical prediction or even qualitative assessment of conductivity or permittiv-
ity based on this surface aswell. Should a calibration of the real partwith a resistive standard
sample be constructed, discussion of the real part may be instructive. he diòerent possible
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shapes of contours are shown in Figure 3.15, where the admittance surfaces from Figure 3.13
have been attened into the two-dimensional axes, retaining their color maps. In (a), the
contour spans the entire horizontal axis, any permittivity within the pictured range may
have given rise to the admittance corresponding to the contour. In (b) and (c), the con-
tour exists in a transition region before the real part of the admittance rapidly rises with the
exponential increase in conductivity in the log scale. In (b), given knowledge of sample per-
mittivity, one might have up to three choices for sample conductivity. he contours in (b)
and (c), however, are highly sensitive to admittance. Note that the relief around which the
contour necessarily spans is not even visible in the color scale. he non-linear contour seen
in (c) is consistent with the peak in the real part of the admittance from Figure 3.5, where
the simulated admittance curves are given for a set permittivity (єr = 8) in the case of a small
separation between the tip and the sample—the non-contact case. his peak, correspond-
ing to the transition between the short and open cases of G2, still remains in the contact
case, though the magnitude of the peak is overwhelmed for larger values of conductivity.
We suggest then one may not observe the contours in Figure 3.15 (b) and (c) except under
extraordinary circumstances, or perhaps if the instrument has not been properly calibrated.
In Figure 3.15 (d), the contour changes shape to perfectly horizontal, exhibiting no sensitivity
to permittivity.
For the imaginary part, only three cases were observed, Figure 3.15 (e), (f), and (g). he
cases (e) and (g) correspond to high and low sample conductivity, so onemust knowwhether
a given sample is a conductor or an insulator in order to determine the relative permittivity
from the admittance curves. In the transition zone, for Figure 3.15 (f), the permittivity is
practically indeterminate, though conductivitymay be estimated from the imaginary part.
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Figure 3.15: Enumeration of possible contour shapes for both the real and imaginary parts
of the admittance. he color map corresponds to the admittance, real or imaginary.
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3.2.5 Frequency dependence
While theremay beminimal dispersion (associated with a decrease in themagnitude of the
permittivity for increasing frequency) up to 3GHz for the carbon materials used here [95],
and while we certainly avoid electron resonances that may occur near optical frequencies,
we consider simulations as a function of frequency below. It is also noted that MIM was
originally developed for a 1GHz excitation frequency andmany published studies mention
a 1GHz source [1, 2, 12, 17, 21], while the commercially available sMIM mode employs a
3GHz source [19, 20]. Even the sMIMinstrument is capable of generating a 1GHzwaveform,
though no impedancematching network is supplied for this frequency. One could fabricate
these elements, though switching between them on the y is not possible at present, and
would require removing and remounting components from the scan head. Nevertheless,
we provide in Figure 3.16 the surface of the imaginary part of the tip-sample admittance
as a function of conductivity and permittivity for a few diòerent frequencies. he surface
shis up, as expected given the linear dependence upon the frequency ω in Equation 3.3.
here is virtually no change in the real part of the admittance, again as expected, and the
plot of the real part is omitted. Another feature of the surface when frequency is changed
is the shiing of the transition region between the two Im(Y) levels at a given permittivity,
as shown more clearly in Figure 3.17. In the ûgure, the proûles of Im(Y) are plotted at each
frequency for єr = 1.0, and themean value for each curve ismarkedwith a dotted line. Above,
we had identiûed this transition region as a range of conductivitieswherein the prediction of
permittivity would be diõcult or impossible, as the susceptance is mostly insensitive to the
permittivity. he shiing of this transition region with frequency, however, could alleviate
any uncertainty in prediction for a given sample conductivity. he horizontal band in (f) in
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Figure 3.16: Admittance surfaces as a function of frequency.
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Figure 3.17: Proûles of Im(Y) for єr = 1. he location on the σ axis of the mean value for
each curve is marked with a dotted line. As frequency increases, the transition region shis
to higher conductivities.
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Figure 3.15, for example, would be shied for a diòerent input frequency, leaving the form
of either (e) or (g).
3.3 Random resistor networks
3.3.1 Computation
Several methods exist to compute the eòective resistance between two nodes of any net-
work [139]. One could apply successive Y-∆ transformations and reduce parallel and serial
combinations, but for large networks it becomes more convenient to solve the node equa-
tions (Kirchoò ’s laws) over the entire network, as the problem is simply expressed as a linear
system of equations. Linear systems have been studied extensively and numerous soware
libraries exist to compute solutions eõciently.
Code was written in Python for this project to generate a random resistor network and
compute its equivalent resistance. he complete code is listed in Appendix A. he Python
module graph tool generates a cubic lattice of some chosen size and then visits each re-
sistor (also called an edge or bond), removing or keeping it according to a random binary
decision—a Bernoulli trial. he success probability p of the coin toss is therefore chosen to
be the desired volume fraction of resistors in the pruned network as compared to the orig-
inal cubic lattice. We assume an isotropic conductivity for every material to be modeled
and choose all resistors to be the same value, 1 Ω. hanks to the linearity of the node equa-
tions, scaling the computed eòective resistance according to the material conductivity and
network granularity is equivalent to scaling each of the constituent bonds individually, so
keeping all bonds at 1 Ω is acceptable for the sake of simplicity in the code and computation.
Aer the network is decided, it is exported as an adjacency matrix from graph tool,
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then used to construct the linear system representation of the node equations, I = YV . he
Python module petsc4py, which provides a binding to the ‘portable, extensible toolkit for
scientiûc computation’ (PETSc) [144] scientiûc computation library developed by the Ar-
gonneNational Laboratory, is used to construct and solve the linear system. Speciûcally, the
generalizedminimal residual method (GMRES) is used to iteratively compute the solution
vector V , the voltage at each node. he current through the total network can be computed
by examining the voltage drop over each bond in the ûrst plane from the source, and thus
the eòective resistance can be calculated. he exact procedure of extracting the equivalent
resistance is trivial and stated in more detail elsewhere [145].
he computation can be veriûed in two ways. he ûrst is by computing the total resis-
tance for a cubic latticewhere no bonds have been removed, the second is by comparing the
total resistance of random networks with the eòective medium approximation and results
of Kirkpatrick [140]. he former is done easily, as for the lattice where the voltage is applied
across two opposing faces, current only ows normal to the faces. So for a lattice ofN×N×N
sites, the total resistance is simply
r(N − 1)
N2
, (3.15)
where r is value of an individual resistor. A comparison of the results of the numerical com-
putation with the eòectivemedium approximation is shown in Figure 3.18.
3.3.2 Comparisonwith FEM
With an eõcient means of computing the eòective resistance of a random resistor network,
some way ofmodeling thematerial as a random network is needed before any comparison
to experiment might be made. he procedure used here is to generate a pore network as a
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Figure 3.18: Comparison of resistor network computations with the eòective medium the-
ory. Here the lattice size is 200 × 200 × 200. he point at which the conductance becomes
non-zero is the percolation threshold. Below this threshold, there is, on average, no con-
ducting path between the plane of the applied potential and the ground plane.
discretized 3D space, then assign geometric coordinates in that space to each bond in the
resistor network. A coordinate transformation is applied towhatwould otherwise be a cubic
lattice to make the network ût correspond to the approximately hemispherical geometry of
the electric ûeld emanating from the tip.
First, a 3D, discrete, cubic space is generated with some desired dimension and gran-
ularity. his is simply a three-dimensional boolean array, the truth values decided again
according to Bernoulli trials: true indicating the presence ofmaterial, false indicating a void
(air). Note that this structure is intended only to model the porosity (the volume fraction)
of a real pore space, and does not claim to model other details of a pore network such as
pore size distribution or tortuosity. hese parameters are very important in many contexts,
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and the construction ofmore accuratemodels may requiremore involved procedures such
as quenchedmolecular dynamics [114, 146].
he pruned lattice is indexedwithwith i , j, k indiceswhere (i , j, k) ∈ {1, 2, 3, ...,N}3 for
the N × N × N lattice. he (i , j, k) coordinates are then assigned spatial, Cartesian coordi-
nates (x , y, z) ∈ [0, L]3 such that the cubic lattice retains its cubic geometry in space. Finally,
a coordinate transformation is applied such that the cubic geometry becomes hemispheri-
cal. Cross sections of the lattice before and aer the transformation are shown in Figure 3.19
he coordinate transformation also appears in the code in Appendix A. One could keep the
lattice cubic, removing resistors near the tip and the outer faces to make a hemispherical
shape and still compute an eòective resistance, though the ability to comparewith the estab-
lished eòective medium approximation for the cubic lattice topology would be lost. Aer
Figure 3.19: A cross-section of the coordinate transform to convert the lattice’s spatial ge-
ometry from cubic to hemispherical, approximatelymatching the spread of the electric ûeld.
he dots represent lattice sites.
the coordinate transformation, the lattice topology remains cubic and the eòectivemedium
approximation can be used, though the lattice geometry is hemispherical and matches the
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shape of the electric ûeld.
Acomsolmodel tomatch the original 3D space is also generated and solved to compare
with the results of the random resistor network. In Figure 3.20 is shown the resultant geom-
etry. he comparison between the comsol results, the resistor network computations, and
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Figure 3.20: he discrete pore space that serves as a geometry for the comsol models as
well as a reference from which to build the resistor network. he two diòerent phases are
marked in gray and blue, and the inner boundary that is analogous to the contact perimeter
is marked in red.
the eòective medium approximation are shown in Figure 3.21. here is still general agree-
ment between the analytic results and the computational results (both ûnite element and
random network calculations), though there is notably a small separation in conductivity
between each data set,more obvious at lower bond densities. his is due to amanipulation
of the network generation procedure. In the case of the results in Figure 3.18, in order to
generate the network, each bond site was visited and whether a bond was to be placed was
determined by a coin toss, weighted by the desired bond density, as described above. In the
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case of the results in Figure 3.21, sites were chosen at random to be the origin for the inclu-
sion of 2 × 2 × 2 clusters of bond elements. (Accordingly, the probability of placing such a
cluster is scaled by 1/8, so for a desired overall bond density of 1/2, the probability of placing
such a cluster is 1/16.) his has the eòect of increasing the conductance because the larger
clusters tend to increase the order in the network,making it more likely that wider current-
carrying pathways are preserved. Two example 2D networks of small edge length are shown
in Figure 3.22
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Figure 3.21: Comparison of the results of comsol models and random resistor networks.
he deviation from the eòective medium theory is due to the removal of 2 × 2 × 2 cubic
regions rather than a true random sampling.
Lai et al. have indicated the use of random resistor networks in MIM analysis in a study
of a percolating network formed by strain-inducedmetallic ûlaments in a layeredmanganite
ûlm [9], but only for the case of a two-dimensional network. he model is only used in
comparison with the MIM results to verify the onset of percolation in the manganite ûlm,
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Figure 3.22: Example networks showing the variation in order for the two diòerent lattice
generation schemes mentioned in the text. On the le, clusters are removed, on the right,
individual sites.
which is a function of the strain in thematerial induced by temperature changes.
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Chapter 4
Experimental results
4.1 Apparatus
In all experiments here, the MIM instrumentation is implemented as the sMIM mode de-
veloped by PrimeNano, Inc. with Asylum Research. he instrument consists of the Asylum
Research MFP-3DAFM pairedwith the ScanWavemicrowave electronics and a customized
tip holder from PrimeNano. he instrument is pictured in Figure 4.1. As shown, a separate
power supply is used to drive the resonant source, which is coupled to the tip via a short
cable and an impedance matching element. he impedance matching element is tuned for
the impedance of the probe in the holder at 3GHz, and all experiments were conducted at
or very near this frequency. he exact frequency changes slightly from probe to probe. Dur-
ing calibration, a frequency sweep is performed from 2.7GHz to 3.3GHz to ûnd the exact
resonant frequency of the probe in use, the results of which are depicted in Figure 4.2. he
system is technically capable of exciting a 1GHz signal, though to utilize this mode in an
experiment would require the use of a separate impedancematching element, not commer-
cially available. his component could conceivably be custom-manufactured with the help
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of amachining facility, but this was not done in this work.
In addition to the frequency sweep and before imaging the standard capacitive sample,
an additional step in the calibration procedure exists to minimize the oòset of the ampliûer
output. he tip is lowered into close vicinity with the calibration sample, and a routine in
the soware that controls themicrowave source applies successively ûner adjustments to the
cancellation components to shi both theMIM-Re andMIM-Im signals very near to zero.
4.2 Data
4.2.1 Samples
A variety of CDC and OLC samples were tested. For OLC, samples at annealing tempera-
tures of 1000 ○C, 1200 ○C, 1400 ○C, 1600 ○C, and 1800 ○C, as well as the unannealed nanodia-
mond precursor UD-90, were measured. Graphitization—and thus conductivity—is di-
rectly proportional to the annealing temperature, and the temperature range of the OLC
samples spans the range of particulate structural transition from diamond to graphite.
Samples of graphene, PTFE, and three diòerentCDCswere also imaged. he CDC sam-
ples were synthesized from a SiC precursor with nanoscopic particle size and heat-treated
at 700 ○C, 1200 ○C, and 1800 ○C.
4.2.2 Images
A few MIM images of various samples are presented below. In Figure 4.3, the height and
MIM-Im signals are shown for a sample of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), a
highly pure form of graphite. his sample has been mechanically exfoliated, producing the
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Figure 4.1: he sMIM electronics with theMFP-3D AFM.
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Figure 4.2: A frequency sweep to ûnd the probe resonance. heminimum in signal reec-
tion indicates themaximum transfer of power, the impedancematch.
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facets visible in the topographical image. hough some imaging artifacts are present in the
capacitance signal, more features are present there than in the topographical signal. he
extra features are likely lattice defects caused by the exfoliation process that did not produce
signiûcant topographical changes.
he AFM height signal and the capacitiveMIM-Im signal for a polytetrauoroethylene
(PTFE) sheet are shown in Figure 4.4. he sheet was mounted by hand on carbon tape
and is under a non-uniform lateral stress, giving rise to the valleys in the topography. he
resistive MIM-Re signal exhibits no contrast and is not pictured. It is not expected for the
permittivity to change signiûcantly under stress, insteadwe suggest the visible correlation of
the capacitive and topographical signals to be due to the capacitance between the tip and the
sample, not the self-capacitance of the sample itself. A negative surface curvature, as in the
image, would reduce the distance between the sample and the portion of the tip not quite in
contact, thus increasing capacitance.
Figure 4.5 shows a MIM-Im image of a monolithic TiC CDC sample, synthesized at
300 ○C. hough these samples appear to have grains, what is actually observed is a ‘microc-
racking’ on the surface of the ûlm [147].
Another set ofMIM images is shown in Figure 4.6, where the scan size is decreased in
three stages on a sample of onion-like carbon that was vacuum annealed at 1000 ○C. As the
scan size decreases from 15µm to 1.5µm, the MIM-Im image tends to show greater reso-
lution of features in the sample than the height signal from the topographical image. We
hypothesize that this is due to the good conductivity of the onion-like carbon. he conduc-
tivity tends to reduce the penetration depth of the electric ûeld, apparently below the size of
the tip in this case.
Finally, shown in Figure 4.7, is a particle of activated carbon embedded in a photolyzed
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Figure 4.3:MIM images of a sample of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). hough
imaging artifacts are present in the capacitance signal, there aremanymore visible features
than in the topographical image.
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Figure 4.4:MIM images of a polytetrauoroethylene (PTFE) sheet. he sheet is under stress,
producing the valleys shown in the image.
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Figure 4.5:MIM and topographic images of amonolithic TiC CDC sample.
polymer, polyacrylate. In the topographical scan, there are no visible, abrupt features, but in
the MIM-Im signal, an embedded particle visible due to the permittivity contrast between
the host polymer and the carbon particles.
4.3 Relation to simulations
he simulations in Section 3.2.3 create a mapping between (є, σ) and the admittance Y . In
order to relate the results of these simulations with the experimental results, extracting nu-
merical estimates of є and σ from aMIM scan, somemethod of referencing the admittance
change ∆Y from point to point in a scan would be required. his estimate can come from
additional simulations of the calibration die, giving an admittance on and oò the capacitive
stack. he calibration procedure described below is similar to a procedure is very similar to
one already validated with bulk dielectrics [14]. he diòerence here is use of the calibration
die only, and use of the full admittance surface and consideration of conductivity in addition
to permittivity.
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(b) MIM-Im, 15µm scan.
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(c) Topography, 3.5µm scan.
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(d) MIM-Im, 3.5µm scan.
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(e) Topography, 1.5µm scan.
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(f) MIM-Im, 1.5µm scan.
Figure 4.6: Onion-like carbon images for diòerent scan sizes. he sample was vacuum an-
nealed at 1000 ○C. As the scan size reduces, theMIM-Im image tends to oòer better resolu-
tion of features than the AFM height signal.
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Figure 4.7:MIM images of activated carbon embedded in polyacrylate.
4.3.1 Experiment
As previously discussed in Section 2.3.3, the calibration die produces essentially only two
diòerent outputs. One output mode is observed when the tip is on the capacitive Al/Al2O3
stack, another when the tip is oò of the stack. In each case, the output signals can be aver-
aged overmanypoints in the scan, thereby creating two referencepoints for comparisonwith
simulated admittances. In Figure 4.8, for example, the average voltage over the two regions
marked as “oò stack” is −245.3mV and the average in the “on stack” region is −284.7mV.
Units are in volts as the signals aremerely the outputs of an ampliûer (c.f. Figure 2.9) and in-
dicate only a change in admittance, not an admittance referenced to the siemens scale, aswe
seek to establish. he two average voltages can be comparedwith the associated admittances
computed by ûnite element simulations of the calibration die. With a linear extrapolation, an
admittance can be assigned to the output voltage at any point on any sample, as the calibra-
tion remains valid until the tip itself is changed. For the imaginary part of themeasurement,
for example, wemay write
mi = Im (Y2 − Y1)V 2 − V 1
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for a simple linear ûtting, where Y1 and Y2 are admittances from simulation on and oò the
stack in the calibration die, andV2−V1 are the corresponding averaged voltages listed above.
Aer computing the slope mi and rearranging the equation, we can predict admittance on
any sample from theMIM output in volts.
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Figure 4.8:heMIM-Im (capacitive) signal of the calibration die. In this case, there is a 180°
phase shi from the output axes to the true admittance axes so the image is inverted,mean-
ing that a higher signal (white in the color bar) indicates lower capacitance. Voltages are
averaged within the demarcated regions and compared with admittances from simulation
to linearly extrapolate a predictivemodel for admittance on any sample.
With the linearmodel Y (VRe ,VIm) constructedwith simulation results and a calibration
image,we can also extract the parameters є and σ from the simulations in Section 3.2.3which
computed admittance for a sampling of many (є, σ) pairs. However, as mentioned in that
section and seen in the accompanying ûgures, the mapping between (є, σ) and Y is not
one-to-one and has small or zero slope in certain areas. heremay be two (є, σ) pairs that
produce the same admittance and theremay be negligible change in Y for change in either
parameter within certain intervals. his phenomenon is easily recognized in light of the
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equivalent circuit. he balance of the magnitudes of the lumped elements changes with σ
and є, and results in limiting behaviors of the admittance.
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Figure 4.9: Im (Y) contour for the PTFE sample from Figure 4.4. A sample of any (є, σ)
along this curve could have produced the admittance measured by the tip. In this case,
PTFE is known to have a very low conductivity, lower even than the limit in the plot. he
admittance response does not change beyond this limit, however, and the predicted relative
permittivity is therefore approximately 2.2.
As veriûcation, we may wish to examine the bulk є and σ for a sample with values ex-
tracted from this model. In this case, wemay average theMIM signal over the entire image,
or some artifact-free region. For example, if we consider the PTFE sample in Figure 4.4,
establishing themapping from theMIM-Im output to admittance and then plotting that ad-
mittance as a contour of the simulated Im (Y) surface (3.13b) in (є, σ) space, we can predict
a value of є. he Im (Y) contour for the PTFE sample is shown in Figure 4.9. We know
PTFE has a very low conductivity, so despite the fact that the contour contains points near
1 S/m there is no ambiguity in what value of the permittivity the model predicts as є stops
varying below 10−2 S/m. In fact, PTFE has a conductivity lower even than the limit of the
plot, though no new features occur in the admittance response at conductivities below this
limit—the conductances in the equivalent circuit can already be considered open relative to
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the admittance of the capacitors.
he contour predicts єr ≈ 2.2 for PTFE, which is in close agreement with the value re-
ported by DuPont, єr ≈ 2.1. Another reference lists the dielectric constant as very near 2.0
and unchanging when measured at frequencies between 8GHz and 12GHz [148].
4.3.2 Permittivity prediction for nanostructured carbon
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Figure 4.10: Admittance contours for diòerent images of an SiC CDC sample processed
at 1200 ○C. Diòerent colors represent diòerent scan regions on the sample surface. Large
variation in the admittance contours can be due to imprecise control of the measurement
environment, local variation inmaterial composition (adsorbedwater content or other con-
taminants), or local changes in porosity.
We can draw contours on the admittance surfaces for any number of successive scans
on a sample and observe the permittivity prediction for each. For example, in Figure 4.10 is
shown several contours corresponding to a sample of CDC processed at 1200 ○C, which has
a conductivity on the order of 1 S/m [147]. he ûgure shows considerable variability in the
contours and in the predicted value of permittivity. Some of this variability may be due to
imprecise control of themeasurement environment, local variation inmaterial composition
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(b) Eòective permittivity for three phases, carbon, air, and water. he inclusion of water in the pores
that may have condensed from the atmosphere tends to increase the sensitivity of єeò. Here the vol-
ume fraction of water is ûxed at 0.1, and єwater = 80.
Figure 4.11: Eòective permittivity єeò for diòerent porosities (volume fractions of air). he
inclusion of a third phase, water, tends to increase the sensitivity of єeò to porosity. For the
sake of comparison, the limits of the vertical axes are the same in both plots.
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(adsorbed water content or other contaminants), or local changes in porosity. To address
the possibility of changes in porosity, we may consider, based on the Bruggeman approx-
imation, how much porosity variation can change the measured, eòective permittivity єeò.
In Figure 4.11 is shown the output of the Bruggeman model for diòerent compositions. Dif-
ferent porous carbons exhibit a range of єr values, roughly between 5 and 20 [95, 141], so a
few diòerent permittivities for carbon within this range are shown in the two plots. In Fig-
ure 4.11a is the eòective permittivity for a two phase system, carbon and air. For moderate
values of the permittivity of the carbon itself, a 20% change in porosity can easily change
the value of themeasured permittivity by 5. he permittivity becomes more sensitive when
a small value of condensed water is included as a third phase in the system, as shown in
Figure 4.11b.
Finally, combining the results of Figure 4.11a with the predicted permittivities of the
1200 ○C SiC CDC sample from Figure 4.10, we can estimate the range of porosities exhibited
by each scanned region in the sample, for diòerent assumed values of the permittivity of the
carbon alone. he predicted porosity variation is shown in Figure 4.12. Each color corre-
sponds to a diòerent value of carbon permittivity, each point represents one of the contours
(and low-conductivity permittivity estimates) from Figure 4.10. CDC is expected to show
porosities of over 50% [41], andwith the exception of the possibility of the carbon exhibiting
a permittivity of 5, these results agree with this nominal cutoò in general.
Likely themost convenientmethod of verifying suchmeasurementswould entail amore
detailed study of the bulk permittivity of the sample in question as it varies with the bulk
porosity. Macroscopic and spectroscopic measurements of admittance could be made on
the sample, arranged in a stack between conductive plates, with an impedance analyzer or
even a vector network analyzer—an instrument more likely to operate at the 3GHz source
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Figure 4.12: Prediction of porosity variation for the SiC CDC sample annealed at 1200 ○C.
Each color represents a diòerent possible value for the carbon permittivity, each data point
represents one of the predicted eòective permittivities of the porous system as taken from
Figure 4.10.
frequency that MIM utilizes. With somemeasurement of the contact area of the sample, the
permittivity could be calculated. hismeasurementwould beperformed for severaldiòerent
CDC (or other porous carbon) samples, prepared under diòerent conditions, each well-
characterized with the BET method to measure bulk porosity. With these measurements,
one would be able to verify the above prediction of the eòective permittivity of the porous
system, aswell as verify that the average of the local porosity estimates fall near themeasured
bulk porosity.
4.3.3 Estimation of conductivity
Prediction of σ with the same procedure is more diõcult. In the calibration of the instru-
ment, the user seeks to adjust the phase of the real and imaginary axes such that all contrast
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when passing across the capacitive stack appears in the imaginary channel. If there were
no change in the real component in the output, the linear extrapolation would not be pos-
sible for the resistive channel. However, in practice, some small amount of contrast always
appears in the real component. he linear ûtting remains diõcult though due to the low
contrast in simulation results. Resistivities for aluminum oxide, the topmost layer in the
stack on the calibration die, and for silicon oxide are on the order of 1010 Ω cm or greater at
room temperature, and thus the simulated contrast in conductance is very small, within the
level of numerical noise in the iterative computation.
Samples of purely resistive contrast couldmake this proceduremore feasible in the con-
text of both physical measurement and simulation. his is le for future work.
4.3.4 Sensitivity of MIM signal to porosity
Simulations of the tip-sample system for the calibration die allow for an estimation of the
admittance and eòective permittivity of the sample. Viewing the sample as an inhomoge-
neous medium, a carbon-air composite, the eòective medium theory of Bruggeman or the
random resistor network may be used in an eòort to determine the volume fractions of air
or carbon in the system. Such a prediction would yield a result comparable to bulk poros-
ity measurements performed by gas adsorption measurements, typically analyzed with the
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) theory for molecular adsorption or non-local density func-
tional theory (NLDFT). To determine the volume fraction of either component in a porous
carbon sample using estimates of eòective permittivity from MIM results and simulations,
onemay use the Bruggemanmodel, solving Equation 2.16 (written for permittivity є instead
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of bond conductance g) for the volume fraction p of one of the two phases, thus
p = −є1є2 + є1єm − 2є2єm + 2є2m
3єm (є1 − є2) . (4.1)
Note that the result appears non-symmetric with respect to є1 and є2, this is a consequence
only of using (1 − p) as the volume fraction of the other phase; the underlying model retains
symmetry. If єm is supplied from simulation results and є1 is considered to be the permittivity
of air, we are le with two unknown parameters, p itself and the permittivity є2 of the other
phase, the carbon. Onemight perform bulk permittivitymeasurements of the carbon placed
under an applied load to collapse pore structure to obtain є2 for only the carbon, though in
the absence of such measurements we may still plot volume fraction curves for a range of
diòerent values of є2. hese are given in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: Volume fraction curves for a two phase system where one permittivity is taken
to be that of air (є1 = 1.0). Curves for a few diòerent values of єr are shown for context.
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We can use a similar analysis to ûnd the sensitivity of the MIM output to the volume
fraction of the material. To begin, consider the linear approximation, made with the aid
of simulations of the calibration die, of the admittance Y from the output voltage V of the
instrument, written for theMIM-Im signal
mi = Y2 − Y1V2 − V1 . (4.2)
As described in Section 2.3.3, a part of the calibration procedure is to minimize the signal
oòset just before the calibration die is measured, so that when new samples are tested, the
MIM signals corresponding to the new admittances will remain within the limits of the
output ampliûers. In considering the sensitivity,wewill only be concernedwith the slopemi
relating siemens to volts of theMIM signal, the signal oòset is irrelevant so long as the sample
does not exhibit a contrast in admittance suõcient to saturate the ampliûer. If Y ∝ miV ,
then we can write the admittance Y in terms of the parameters in equivalent circuit, and
thus the eòective permittivity єm of the sample, and ûnally the constituent permittivities of
the two phases and their volume fractions. In other words, the output voltage varies with
the volume fraction according to
dV
dp
= dV
dIm (Y) ⋅ dIm (Y)dєm ∣σ ⋅ dєmdp ∣є1 ,є2 (4.3)
For the equivalent circuit, we have
Y = ( 1
G1 + jωC1 + 1G2 + jωC2)
−1
(4.4)
though in order to see the eòect of the sample permittivity єm on the total admittance, we
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must, as in Section 3.2.1, divide each capacitance into a parallel combination in order to
diòerentiate between the two materials, the air and the sample. We therefore again restrict
analysis to the low-conductivity regime, thereby eliminating the dependence of Im (Y)upon
the real parts of the equivalent circuit, G1 and G2. hus,
dIm (Y)
dєm
∣
σ=0 = ddєm [ω C1C2C1 + C2 ]
= d
dєm
[ω(Ca1 + Cs1) (Ca2 + Cs2)
Ca1 + Cs1 + Ca2 + Cs2 ]
= d
dєm
[ω(1.0 ⋅ da1 + єmds1) (1.0 ⋅ da2 + єmds2)
1.0 ⋅ (da1 + da2) + єm (ds1 + ds2) ]
(4.5)
he ûnal result is lengthy and omitted here. Finally, solving the Bruggeman formula for a
two-phasemedium for the eòective permittivity єm, then taking the derivative with respect
to the volume fraction p, we have
dєm
dp
= 3
4
(є1 − є2) + 34 є21 (3p − 1) − 3є1є2 (2p − 1) + є22 (3p − 2)√є21 (3p − 1)2 − 2є1є2 (9p2 − 9p − 2) + є22 (3p − 2)2 (4.6)
If we combine terms, the parameters to be speciûed are єm, the permittivity of the sample
as estimated from theMIM measurement and also used as the eòective permittivity in the
Bruggeman or random resistor networkmodels; є1 and є2, the permittivity of the two phases
in the sample, one of which would be assumed to be that of air; the parameters da1, da2, ds1,
and ds2, the dimensionality factorsof the capacitances in the equivalent circuitobtained from
a numerical ûtting of the results of the simulation; the porosity p; the estimated ratio of the
voltage in theMIM-Im output to a value in siemens; and of course the angular frequency ω
of the source. We keep є2 and p as free parameters in the plot of the result for dV/dp shown
in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: he ratio dV/dp evaluated for diòerent values of є2, the relative permittivity
of one of the constituents in the two-phase sample, the other constituent being air. Other
parameters are obtained via analysis of simulations.
his is a large number of parameters to supply, sowe review their origin and the assump-
tions of this model briey. he ratio of the voltage in theMIM-Im channel to an admittance
was obtained via a simple linear extrapolation from a comparison of two simulated admit-
tances of the calibration die, one valuewhen the probe is on the capacitive stack and another
value when the probe is in contact with the substrate, and the two voltages seen from the
instrument when measuring the calibration die. he dimensionality parameters d{a,s}{1,2}
were obtained from a numerical ûtting of the simulation results. hese parameters are in
very good agreement with the simulation results, and can be seen as limited only by the
quality of the agreement between the simulation and the real measurement. Finally, the
relation between є1, є2, єm, and p is given by the Bruggeman model. he accuracy of the
analysis above then can likely be reduced to the accuracy of the Bruggeman model and the
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quality of the agreement between the simulation and the real tip-sample system.
he results in Figure 4.14 indicate that there is a larger sensitivity to porosity for values
of p above 0.5. As the carbide-derived carbon has been shown to exhibit a porosity of at
least 50% [41], these results would indicate that MIM should display a higher sensitivity to
changes in porosity for this material versus a less porous system.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1 Summary
his work has attempted to elucidate the tip-sample interaction in microwave impedance
microscopy of two-phase systems using model carbonmaterials. Finite element simulations
that model the tip and sample in the contact mode demonstrate the admittance behavior
of the tip-sample system over a broad range of values of both conductivity and permittivity,
and a simple equivalent circuitwas provided that captures this response. From the simulated
admittance behavior, the conditions underwhich one is able to predict values of permittivity
and conductivity were also discussed. Also based on the ûnite element results, the resolution
of the technique is shown to be a function of permittivity and conductivity.
For the purposes of modeling sample inhomogeneity in multi-phase systems (such as
in the highly porous carbide-derived carbon), both the computational result and eòective
medium approximation of the random resistor network (which is ultimately equivalent to
the symmetric eòective medium approximation of Bruggeman) were compared with ûnite
element simulations. hese results suggest that it is possible to use the technique to extract
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structural features of multi-phase systems based on their admittance response, beginning
with estimates of the volume fractions of constituents.
Amethod of quantiûcation of permittivity using only the calibration die provided with
the instrument and FEM simulations was also demonstrated and veriûed with a sample
of polytetrauoroethylene (PTFE). With the combination of eòectivemedium models, one
would be able to extract a measure of local porosity in samples of carbide-derived carbon,
though without a better bulk characterization of permittivity as a function of porosity, this
estimate cannot yet be made precisely. Still, the results of the Bruggeman approximation,
plots of the permittivity versus the porosity, were presented for diòerent possible cases of
the permittivity of the CDC itself. For permittivities estimated from multiple images of a
sample of SiC CDC synthesized at 1200 ○C, the predicted porosities were plotted for diòer-
ent possible values of the permittivity of the carbon alone.
5.2 Futurework
At the time the experiments in thisworkwere conducted, the systemwas capable of exciting
frequencies of 1GHz and 3GHz, though the only impedance matching element available
was designed for 3GHz. Excitation at multiple frequencies may be desired if permittivity or
conductivity is strongly sensitive to frequency in the band in question, though this is not the
case for thematerials used here, nor of carbon in general [95]. Likewise,multiple frequencies
are not necessary for the analysis used here.
Where multiple frequencies could be of use is in a rigorous characterization of the sys-
tem itself. he question of whether any background signal exists due to modes excited in
the vicinity of the tip or due to parasitic components in themicrowave electronics remains
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unaddressed in literature. Measurement at multiple frequencies in the system remains dif-
ûcult, as each frequency would require a separate impedancematching element to the tip if
one wished to retain the beneût of sensitivity due to the resonant excitation.
he carbon samples used here have already been shown to exhibit good performance
as electrodes in electrochemical double layer capacitors. he dynamics of ion ow in and
out of the pores is of great interest in the development of such devices. here has been only
limited investigation of utilizing MIM in liquid environments, but with the ability to detect
local changes in charge density by the corresponding change in admittance, MIM could
conceivably be used to study the formation of the electrical double layer at porous carbons
immersed in an electrolyte.
To make estimates for the conductivity σ of the sample, resistive calibration substrates
would be of use. Such samples are likely already available or easily fabricated. he simulation
results in Section 3.2 that indicate the range of σ values to which the instrument is sensitive
can serve as a guide tomaterials selection. In principle, oneneedsonly a two-material sample
to create a contrast and establish a correspondence between conductance and the real part
of theMIM signal.
At present, no estimates of error in the signal averages used to extract the permittivity
are given. Quantiûcation of error in this process would indicate the precision of the cited
value of є.
Asmentioned inChapter 3, the pore spacemodels used bear limited similarity to the real
systems. hemodels aremeant to mimic the porosity only, and no other structural features.
A question remains of whether additional structural information, the pore size distribution
for example, could be extracted from the admittance data provided byMIM.
Finally, some estimate or model of tip wear and changes in the contact radius could
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improve accuracy of the results presented.
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Appendix A
Resistor network code
Listing A.1: resnet.py—Common routines.
import scipy.sparse
import numexpr as ne
import numpy as np
import logging as log
def _gen_flags(fac,N,M,p):
’’’Generate a 1D array of booleans with random values’’’
gen_p = np.clip(fac*p/M**3,0.,1.) # might confuse Newton’s method
flags = np.random.binomial(1,gen_p,size=N**3).astype(’bool’)
return flags
def _flags_fill(flags,N,M):
’’’Expand a cube of True around singleton True values in flags
array’’’↪
idx = np.argwhere(flags == True)
max_idx = N**3 - 1
last = flags[max_idx]
# find where there is room for expansion in each direction
i = np.where(idx % N < N-1)[0]
j = np.where(idx % (N**2) < (N-1)*N)[0]
k = np.where(idx % (N**3) < (N-1)*N**2)[0]
# find room for expansion in multiple directions
ij = np.intersect1d(i,j)
ik = np.intersect1d(i,k)
jk = np.intersect1d(j,k)
ijk = np.intersect1d(ij,k)
# this is hardcoded for M=2 right now
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flags[np.clip(idx[i]+1,0,max_idx)] = True # i+1
flags[np.clip(idx[j]+N,0,max_idx)] = True # j+1
flags[np.clip(idx[k]+N**2,0,max_idx)] = True # k+1
flags[np.clip(idx[ij]+1+N,0,max_idx)] = True # i+1, j+1
flags[np.clip(idx[ik]+1+N**2,0,max_idx)] = True # i+1, k+1
flags[np.clip(idx[jk]+N*(N+1),0,max_idx)] = True # j+1, k+1
flags[np.clip(idx[ijk]+1+N*(N+1),0,max_idx)] = True # i+1, j+1,
k+1↪
# needed?
flags[max_idx] = last
return flags
def _init_newton(N,M,p):
’’’First steps for a Newton’s method iteration’’’
fac1 = 1.0 # initialize scaling factor on p to get the desired
volume fraction (overlap of bodies removed requires this)↪
fac2 = 1.01
flags = _flags_fill(_gen_flags(fac1,N,M,p),N,M)
ratio1 = np.sum(flags)/N**3
flags = _flags_fill(_gen_flags(fac2,N,M,p),N,M)
ratio2 = np.sum(flags)/N**3
deriv = ((p-ratio1) - (p-ratio2))/(fac1-fac2)
fac = fac2
ratio = ratio2
return fac2,ratio2,deriv
def discrete_pore_space(N,M,p,tol):
"""Generate a 3D grid, N x N x N points, remove cubes of size M
x M x M. Newton’s method is used to get the volume fraction
of the space equal to p within tolerance tol."""
↪
↪
fac,ratio,deriv = _init_newton(N,M,p)
count = 1
while(np.abs(p-ratio) > tol):
if deriv == 0:
fac,ratio,deriv = _init_newton(N,M,p)
count += 1
fac_old = fac
fac = fac - (p-ratio)/deriv
flags_u = _gen_flags(fac,N,M,p)
flags = _flags_fill(flags_u.copy(),N,M)
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ratio_old = ratio
ratio = np.sum(flags)/N**3
deriv = ((p-ratio_old) - (p-ratio))/(fac_old-fac)
count += 1
log.info("generated space in %d iterations" % count)
log.info("volume fraction = %f" % ratio)
flags = flags.reshape(N,N,N)
return flags
# http://stackoverflow.com/questions/12129948
def csr_row_set_nz_to_val(csr, row, value=0):
"""Set all nonzero elements (elements currently in the sparsity
pattern)↪
to the given value. Useful to set to 0 mostly.
"""
if not isinstance(csr, scipy.sparse.csr_matrix):
raise ValueError(’Matrix given must be of CSR format.’)
csr.data[csr.indptr[row]:csr.indptr[row+1]] = value
def csr_rows_set_nz_to_val(csr, rows, value=0):
for row in rows:
csr_row_set_nz_to_val(csr, row)
if value == 0:
csr.eliminate_zeros()
def bond_verts_to_ijk_pairs(bonds,Nres):
"""Generate i,j,k coordinate pairs for source and destination
vertices for a list of bonds. The list of bonds is assumed
to be an (Nres x 2) array specifying source and destination
vertices, where vertices have a single coordinate. The
output is 3 (Nres x 2) arrays i,j,k specifying the
coordinates of source and destination vertices."""
↪
↪
↪
↪
↪
i = ne.evaluate(’bonds % Nres’)
j = ne.evaluate(’(bonds % (Nres**2) - i) /
Nres’).astype(type(i[0,0]))↪
k = ne.evaluate(’(bonds - bonds % (Nres**2)) /
(Nres**2)’).astype(type(i[0,0]))↪
return i,j,k
def bonds_to_xyz(bonds,Nres,r1,r2):
"""Do the coordinate transformation to fit a cubic lattice into
a hemisphere with inner radius r1 and outer radius r2.
Output is x,y,z"""
↪
↪
i,j,k = bond_verts_to_ijk_pairs(bonds,Nres)
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a = 4 # scaling factor
d = a*r1
l = (r2**3-(d/a)**3)/d**2/3*2*np.pi
x = ne.evaluate(’sum(0.5*i,axis=0)’)
y = ne.evaluate(’sum(0.5*j,axis=0)’)
z = ne.evaluate(’sum(0.5*k,axis=0)’)
x = ne.evaluate(’d*(x/(Nres-1) - 0.5)’)
y = ne.evaluate(’d*(y/(Nres-1) - 0.5)’)
z = ne.evaluate(’l*-z/(Nres-1)’)
r = np.zeros_like(y)
theta = np.empty_like(y)
theta.fill(np.pi)
pi = np.pi
mask = ne.evaluate(’(arctan2(y,x) >= pi/4) & (arctan2(y,x) <
3*pi/4)’)↪
xm = x[mask]
ym = y[mask]
r[mask] = ne.evaluate(’2*ym/sqrt(pi)’)
mask = ne.evaluate(’mask & (y != 0)’)
theta[mask] = ne.evaluate(’pi/2*(1-xm/ym/2)’)
mask = ne.evaluate(’(arctan2(y,x) >= 3*pi/4) | (arctan2(y,x) <
-3*pi/4)’)↪
xm = x[mask]
ym = y[mask]
r[mask] = ne.evaluate(’2*-xm/sqrt(pi)’)
mask = ne.evaluate(’mask & (x != 0)’)
theta[mask] = ne.evaluate(’pi*(1+ym/xm/4)’)
mask = ne.evaluate(’(arctan2(y,x) >= -3*pi/4) & (arctan2(y,x) <
-pi/4)’)↪
xm = x[mask]
ym = y[mask]
r[mask] = ne.evaluate(’2*-ym/sqrt(pi)’)
mask = ne.evaluate(’mask & (y != 0)’)
theta[mask] = ne.evaluate(’pi/2*(3-xm/ym/2)’)
mask = ne.evaluate(’(arctan2(y,x) >= -pi/4) & (arctan2(y,x) <
pi/4)’)↪
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xm = x[mask]
ym = y[mask]
r[mask] = ne.evaluate(’2*xm/sqrt(pi)’)
mask = ne.evaluate(’mask & (x != 0)’)
xm = x[mask]
ym = y[mask]
theta[mask] = ne.evaluate(’pi*(2+ym/xm/4)’)
phi = theta.copy()
rho = ne.evaluate(’((d/a)**3-z*d*d*3/2/pi)**(1/3)’)
theta = ne.evaluate(’pi*(1-r*sqrt(pi)/d/2)’)
x = ne.evaluate(’rho*sin(theta)*cos(phi)’)
y = ne.evaluate(’rho*sin(theta)*sin(phi)’)
z = ne.evaluate(’rho*cos(theta)’)
return x,y,z
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Listing A.2: gen-lattice.py— Generate the lattice, save a list of resistors removed, and
export corresponding Java code for a comsol model.
import numpy as np
import numexpr as ne
import graph_tool.all as gt
from scipy.sparse import triu
import time
import logging as log
import argparse
import resnet
parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(description="Generate a discrete,
randomly ’porous’ space and a matching resistor network. Save the
edge filter for graph-tool and generate Java for COMSOL.")
↪
↪
parser.add_argument(’p’, type=float, default=0.5, help=’the desired
volume fraction’)↪
parser.add_argument(’N’, type=int, default=100, help=’the number of
lattice sites on an edge for the resistor network’)↪
args = parser.parse_args()
log.basicConfig(format="%(asctime)s %(levelname)s: %(message)s",
level=log.INFO)↪
st = time.time()
Nphys = 25 # number of cubes on an edge in physical space
Nres = args.N # number of lattice sites on an edge
M = 2 # edge length (w.r.t. Nphys) of cubes to be removed, total vol
removed is M**3↪
p = args.p # volume fraction
tol = 1e-3 # desired tolerance on volume fraction for generation
log.info("Nphys = %d, Nres = %d, M = %d, p = %f" % (Nphys,Nres,M,p))
flags = resnet.discrete_pore_space(Nphys,M,p,tol)
# generate a matrix with True volume fraction close to desired value
log.info("generating lattice")
g = gt.lattice([Nres,Nres,Nres])
mat = triu(gt.adjacency(g))
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bonds = np.vstack([mat.row,mat.col])
r1 = 8e-9
r2 = 25e-9
log.info("warping lattice")
x,y,z = resnet.bonds_to_xyz(bonds,Nres,r1,r2)
# coordinates inside a certain radius
# inner = np.argwhere(np.sqrt(x**2 + y**2 + z**2) < (r1 +
0.2*(r2-r1))).flatten()↪
# fit lattice into space of ’physical matrix’ indices
x = ne.evaluate(’(x/r2/2+0.5)*(Nphys-1)’)
y = ne.evaluate(’(y/r2/2+0.5)*(Nphys-1)’)
z = ne.evaluate(’(Nphys-1)*(z/r2+1)’)
# now each bond maps onto a boolean
x = np.round(x).astype(np.int64)
y = np.round(y).astype(np.int64)
z = np.round(z).astype(np.int64)
#prop = g.new_edge_property(’bool’,vals=flags[x,y,z])
#g.set_edge_filter(prop)
#g.save(’graph_’+time.strftime("%y%m%d_%H%M%S")+’.gt’,fmt=’gt’)
resmask = flags[x,y,z]
stamp = time.strftime("%y%m%d_%H%M%S")
np.save(’mask_’+stamp,resmask)
np.save(’flags_’+stamp,flags)
#vf_inner = np.sum(resmask[inner])/resmask[inner].shape[0]
vf_full = np.sum(resmask)/resmask.shape[0]
log.info("lattice volume fraction = %f" % vf_full)
log.info("total time %f sec" % (time.time()-st))
st = time.time()
r2 *= 1e9
r1 *= 1e9
# build the first set of cubes, the inclusions
sizes = np.array([2*r2/Nphys,r2/Nphys])
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loc = np.argwhere(flags == True).astype(np.float)
loc[:,:2] = (loc[:,:2]-0.5*(Nphys-1))/(0.5*Nphys)*r2
loc[:,2] = (loc[:,2]+0.5)/Nphys*r2
# remove what is outside r1 and r2
loc = loc[ np.sqrt(loc[:,0]**2+loc[:,1]**2+loc[:,2]**2) < r2 ]
loc = loc[ np.sqrt(loc[:,0]**2+loc[:,1]**2+loc[:,2]**2) > r1 ]
loc = loc.astype(np.str)
java = ’ model.geom("geom1").feature("blk1").set("pos", new
String[]{"0.0", "0.0", "0.0"});\n’↪
java += ’ model.geom("geom1").feature("blk1").set("size", new
String[]{"’↪
java += np.str(sizes[0]) + ’", "’ + np.str(sizes[0]) + ’", "’ +
np.str(sizes[1])↪
java += ’"});\n model.geom("geom1").create("copy1", "Copy");\n
model.geom("geom1").feature("copy1").set("displx", "’↪
java += ’,’.join(loc[:,0])
java += ’");\n model.geom("geom1").feature("copy1").set("disply",
"’↪
java += ’,’.join(loc[:,1])
java += ’");\n model.geom("geom1").feature("copy1").set("displz",
"’↪
java += ’,’.join(loc[:,2])
java += ’");\n’
file = open(’cube-java-1.txt’,’w’)
file.writelines(java)
file.close()
# build second set, the cubes that fill the remaining space
sizes = np.array([2*r2/Nphys,r2/Nphys])
loc = np.argwhere(flags == False).astype(np.float)
loc[:,:2] = (loc[:,:2]-0.5*(Nphys-1))/(0.5*Nphys)*r2
loc[:,2] = (loc[:,2]+0.5)/Nphys*r2
# remove the stuff that’s outside r1 and r2
loc = loc[ np.sqrt(loc[:,0]**2+loc[:,1]**2+loc[:,2]**2) < r2 ]
loc = loc[ np.sqrt(loc[:,0]**2+loc[:,1]**2+loc[:,2]**2) > r1 ]
loc = loc.astype(np.str)
java = ’ model.geom("geom1").feature("blk2").set("pos", new
String[]{"0.0", "0.0", "0.0"});\n’↪
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java += ’ model.geom("geom1").feature("blk2").set("size", new
String[]{"’↪
java += np.str(sizes[0]) + ’", "’ + np.str(sizes[0]) + ’", "’ +
np.str(sizes[1])↪
java += ’"});\n model.geom("geom1").create("copy2", "Copy");\n
model.geom("geom1").feature("copy2").set("displx", "’↪
java += ’,’.join(loc[:,0])
java += ’");\n model.geom("geom1").feature("copy2").set("disply",
"’↪
java += ’,’.join(loc[:,1])
java += ’");\n model.geom("geom1").feature("copy2").set("displz",
"’↪
java += ’,’.join(loc[:,2])
java += ’");\n’
file = open(’cube-java-2.txt’,’w’)
file.writelines(java)
file.close()
log.info("built java code and wrote it in %f sec" % (time.time()-st))
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Listing A.3: gt-solve.py— Load a lattice and compute the equivalent resistance.
import scipy.sparse
import numpy as np
import graph_tool.all as gt
from numpy.random import binomial
import logging as log
import petsc4py
import sys
#petsc4py.init(sys.argv)
from petsc4py import PETSc
import argparse
import resnet
parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(description=’Cubic resistor lattice
solver using PETSc. Specify either an npy file for the graph edge
filter or generate one randomly for the specified bond
probability.’)
↪
↪
↪
parser.add_argument(’N’, type=int, default=100, help=’number of
lattice sites on an edge, needs to be specified if loading a
filter or generating one’)
↪
↪
parser.add_argument(’--gm’, type=float, default=1.0, help=’bond
conductance’)↪
group = parser.add_mutually_exclusive_group(required=True)
group.add_argument(’--maskfile’,type=str)
group.add_argument(’-p’, ’--probability’, type=float, metavar=’P’,
help=’probability of placing a bond’)↪
args = parser.parse_args()
log.basicConfig(format="%(asctime)s %(levelname)s: %(message)s",
level=log.INFO)↪
class MyVisitor(gt.DFSVisitor):
def __init__(self,visited):
self.visited = visited
def discover_vertex(self,u):
self.visited.add(int(u))
Lx = args.N
Ly = Lz = Lx
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l = Lx*Ly*Lz
rm = 1.0
#gm = args.gm
gm = 1.0 + 1j
num_bonds = (Lx-1)*Ly*Lz + Lx*(Ly-1)*Lz + Lx*Ly*(Lz-1)
log.info("generating graph")
g = gt.lattice([Lx,Ly,Lz])
assert(g.num_edges() == num_bonds)
p = args.probability
if args.maskfile:
log.info("loading %s" % args.maskfile)
mask = np.load(args.maskfile)
p = np.sum(mask)/mask.shape[0]
vals = mask
else:
vals = binomial(1,p,num_bonds).astype(’bool’)
prop = g.new_edge_property(’bool’,vals=vals)
g.set_edge_filter(prop)
num_vert = g.num_vertices()
g.add_vertex(2)
g.add_edge_list([[num_vert,n] for n in range(Lx*Ly)])
g.add_edge_list([[num_vert+1,n] for n in range(l-Lx*Ly,l)])
log.info("checking for percolation")
vcc_path = set()
gt.dfs_search(g,num_vert,visitor=MyVisitor(vcc_path))
if not num_vert+1 in vcc_path:
log.warn("not percolating")
else:
vcc_path.remove(num_vert+1)
vcc_path.remove(num_vert)
g.remove_vertex(num_vert+1)
g.remove_vertex(num_vert)
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plane = [i for i in range(Lx*Ly,2*Lx*Ly+1) if i in
g.vertex(i-Lx*Ly).all_neighbours() and i in vcc_path]↪
top = range(Lx*Ly)
bot = range(l-Lx*Ly,l)
others = vcc_path-set(top)-set(bot)
fixed = set(range(l))-others
adj = gt.adjacency(g)
del g
resnet.csr_rows_set_nz_to_val(adj,fixed) # nodes not in vcc_path or
those on the top/bottom↪
diag = np.array(adj.sum(axis=1)).flatten()
log.info("creating PETSc structures")
b = PETSc.Vec().createSeq(l)
x = PETSc.Vec().createSeq(l)
#A = PETSc.Mat().createAIJ(size=adj.shape, nnz=7, csr=(adj.indptr,
adj.indices, -adj.data))↪
A = PETSc.Mat().createAIJ(size=adj.shape,nnz=7)
# the gm factor here and below doesn’t actually matter
# scaling each resistor by the same constant still produces
# the same distribution of voltages
A.setValuesCSR(adj.indptr,adj.indices,-gm*adj.data)
for i in fixed:
A.setValue(i,i,1.0)
for i in others:
A.setValue(i,i,gm*diag[i])
del adj
b.setValuesBlocked(range(Lx*Ly),[1.0]*Lx*Ly)
# i don’t know if this actually frees memory
#del g
log.info("assembling")
A.assemblyBegin()
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A.assemblyEnd()
ksp = PETSc.KSP().create()
ksp.setOperators(A)
# uncomment if you want direct LU instead of iterative
# ksp.setType(’preonly’)
# pc=ksp.getPC()
# pc.setType(’lu’)
# pc.setFactorSolverPackage(’mumps’)
ksp.setFromOptions()
log.info("solving with %s" % ksp.getType())
ksp.solve(b,x)
log.info("converged in %d iterations" % ksp.getIterationNumber())
V = x.array
Itot = np.sum([(1.0-V[i])*gm for i in plane])
#log.info("total current %e" % Itot)
log.info(’total current ({0:.2f} {1} {2:.2f}i)’.format(Itot.real,
’+-’[Itot.imag < 0], abs(Itot.imag)))↪
#emt = gm*(1.-(1.-p)*3./2.)/(args.N-1)*(args.N)**2
emt = 0.125 * (-2*gm + 6*gm*p + np.sqrt(gm**2*(-2 + 6*p)**2)) /
(args.N-1) * args.N**2↪
log.info(’emt prediction ({0:.2f} {1} {2:.2f}i)’.format(emt.real,
’+-’[emt.imag < 0], abs(emt.imag)))↪
#log.info("emt prediction %e" % emt)
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